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ABSTRA0T 

Thi.s paper,reviews some of the major environmental 
constraints on the ttaditionai growth-oriented approach to 
dev~iopment in Thailand and. traces the emergence. of environ
mental consideration in dev~lopment pianning4 Th~ latest 
Plan (Fourth Plan; 1977-19$ir);":f.s the fits:t .t()· r~coghiZE ·the 
iropdrtahce.of envi~onmenta~ concern~ aithoti~h it ~dntains 
no projects·in SP,ecitic pursuit of thi~ concetnl 

·'!'he 1 Q70s have been marked by ths ~ass ing o.f-:, the, 
Ndtiortal Env:i.ronmenbl Qurliity Act of 1975& whose. provisicms 
't-Tei:e strengtherted by a subsequent Abt in 1978~ ·'I?e former; 
Act established the National Environment Board (NEB) which 
has ·since grown steadily in scope and influence •. The NEB 
now works quite closely with a number of government agencies, 
albeit mainly on an ad hoc basis. The 1978 Act requires: . 
that an environmental impact study be prepared for, and 
prior to the implementation of, all major projects, and the 
NEB has prepared a detailed manual of guidelines for such 
studies;., ho~ever in practice, the execution of these .studies 
is not automatic and must be individually requested by the 
NEB. . . 

The NEB has also drawn up a "critical liE! t 11 of 
planning priorities which encompass four envir9nroentally 
2nd ecologically sensitive zones in Thailand~ consid~rati6ns 
of rur81 development at the village' and conlrriunHy ieve't, ·and 
the problem of forest and wildlife protection. 

- ' ': ... 

Ideally, a full integration of environmental and 
other development objectives is desirable leading to a 
comprehensive multi-objective planning system, and a 
closer relationship between NEB and the NESDB (main planning 
body) is being developed. However, the present approach 
cannot at· this stage be fully comprehensive, due to such 
factors as inadequate monitoring and a lack ·of trained 
personnel. The problem of acquiring expertise.is being 
tackled on a big scale at the national level and offers 
considerable scope for collaboration among developing 
countries of the region. 

\ 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The role of the environment in the national·development process has 

markedly increased during the past few years.· The introduction of environ

mental concepts into development planning has obviously made the already 

. complicated task of development planning even more complex. Development 

planners refer to this additional problem as a part of the total complex 

of "multiple objecti~e11 planning. While integration has become a key word 

for modern development planning, planners invariably find thems~lves without 

proper or even workable tools to cope with the emerging situation. 

This paper will attempt to review pertinent factors which have~ over 

the years~ resulted in the present situation as it relates to the problem of 

incorporating enviroll:mental protection measures into the over-all development 

plann~ng process in rhailand. Environmental problems will be evaluated with 

respect to traditional development objectives in Thailand. Current practices 

in environmental protection as well as the need for a new conceptual frame

work will be· discussed. Needle~s to say, all of the_analyses are based on 

the Thai situation and thus may not be applicable to the other developing , 

countries in this region. 

II. ROLE OF ENVIRONMENT IN NATIONAl.. DEVELOPMENT 

A. EMERGENCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

In order to understand the That situation, it is necessary to look 

at key !actors which link traditional deve~opment objectives with emerging 

environmental issues. Traditionally, planners viewed the development process 
'' 

as primarily growth-oriented. In order to achieve increased production 

such planning provided .that all ?Vailable resources would be mobilized and 

assumed that management systems must be modernized in such a way as to 

maximize the production growth rate. Throughout the 1960s, this approach was 

implicitly adopted by the Thai Government. Growth measured in terms of 

increases in aggregate production was maintained at a satisfactory rate of 

more than 7 per cent during this period. 

But despite the impressive growth record of the 1960s, voices. of.•. 

discontent developed and became increasingly loud tm..rard the end of the 

decade. Distribution of income and economic ·stability emerged as the twp._most 

important problems by the early 1970s. At the same time more and more people 
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began to realize that it was necessary to conceptualize growth in a somewhat 

different manner, taking into account other factors and particularly inco~e 

distribution. .In addition to this emerging cqnce;pt, it wa,s realized that 

the growth pro~~ss would in. it;self be difficult to maintain due to the 

importance of environmental. factors. ·oll:ring the e!irly 1970s, however., the.se 

environmental factors had been looked at .as additional constrain.ts to growth, 

and it _was not until the mid-1970s that p.e.oP.l~ began. to realize that atten

tiop to environment must, in fact~ be an integral part of the deve~opment 

process in .order to achieve an over-all optimal benefit,.-cost balance in terms 

of benefits to the country's entire population. Some of ·the most important.. 

environmental parameters are discussed in the following sections. 

1. Population 

The rapid population growth rate of over 3 per cent per annum during 

the 1960s resulted in an increase in t})e· total population from 24.8 million 

in 19,59 to 34.5 million in 1969. The pressures emerging from this h~gh 

population growth, however, 'were hardly noticed because abundant resources 

were available. In-1965 two former secretaries-general of the national 

planning or-ganization (the National Economic and Social Development Board) 

stated: 

II 'in Thailand. :;~here is a special problem confronting development 

planne-rs, the absence of a sense of urgency for accelerating 

economic development through concerted publi,c efforts. Comparative 

stability, the relative abundance of critical economic resources, 

· \ind :a high degree of social and econotilic mobility all terid to : · · 

minimize the pressure for· planned· allocation of econ<11nic resources·. u:!/ 

The consequences of. rapid population growth 'substantially built up 

during the early 1970s. Such consequences can be expressed in many ways. 
I • " I 

All, however, have damaging effects on growth and/or income· distribution. 

Major.indicators, such as the man-land ratio, level of government expenditure 

on primary education, unemployment rate, and requirement for public social 

facilities clearly demonstrate the seriousness of the problem. The emerging 

situation indicated there would be very little room for continued economic 

expansion in Thailand without effectively tackling this problem in one way 

or another. ln the f±eld of agriculture for example, Thailand had come to a 

point where continued· high agriculture growth could no longer be achieved ·· 

/through 

1:_/ Prayad Buranasiri and Snoh Unakul, "Obstacles to effective planning 
in the Thai planning experience11

, The Philippines Economic Journal, val. IV, 
August 1965. 
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through s~mply expanping cultivable land areas. Because of the population 

factor alone, it became clear that development strategies would need to be 
. :I 

revised. 

2. Res_ources 

Closely related to· population pressure are various issues connected 

with resources depi~'tion and deterioration. In addition to the proo'iem: a·f 

over,;_utifiz'ation, ·as' in the case of· agricultural land mentioned·; ab~ve~ 

improper use of various resources has resulted iri a decline in their q~~lity. 
There is much evidence to suggest. for example, that soil erosion is becoming 

a serious problem in many areas of the country. Depletion in forest 

resources has already resulted in severe flooding·in many parts of the low

land fertile areas .. 

It is easy to see that Thailand has come to a point where achieving 

increases in productivity will be much more difficult because of depletions 

in basic resources. This, of course. represents a drast~c variation from 

the traditional assumption of a continuing supply of readily available 

resources for supporting ~evelopment. Many other cases can be cited as 
'. 

examples of emerging resources problems. Suffice to .say ,,.however, that at 
•'. 

present no government can· make' a re,alistic evaluation of devel9pment paten-. ' . . . . . 

tials without giving due empha.sis to resources protection and conservation. 

The traditional concept of emphasizing money investment, therefore, has to 

he changed. 
'·{ .'·. 

3. Urbanization and industrialization 

The adverse consequences of economic development have beencr~~ognize~ 

as an increasingly ·important factor affectin'g continuing development··!:Ln 

Thailand as well as in other developing countries. Although· in·dus.:t:'rialization 

is vital to the development process, lack of careful consideration of the 

resulting adverse im~acts on environment has 'become a subject of growing 
• ( ; I, • ' ; ·~ r._ 1 ' f ' • • # 

dis~ontent. · All ~irids of pollution are now widely regarded ·as· social problems 

which, of course,· represents part of the over-all de.J'~Iopm~rfl?~p:i~t~~Ei'': The 

rapid irtdu's1tridi'fz'atlon which has occurred irt and aroJ~·c{B~ngkok clearly 

illustra.te.s ·=t:h.is' phenomenon of changing a previously agre·eable environment 

into a 11 Goncrete jungle'~. 

/Urbanization 
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Urbanization requires many types of investment i'n both economic and 

social infrastructure in order that an acceptable standard of living can be 

maintained. This of course introduces a direct conflict between urban and · 

rural development and the resulting social tension has become increasingly 

difficult to avoid. The population of the B~ngkok metropolis has increased 

by 1.6 million during the past decade. Desp;ite all of the problems asso

ciated with big cities, the difference in money income between Bangkok and 

much of the rest of the country still attracts large numbers of people into 

Bangkok from the rural areas. It is there·fore easy to see that the problems 

are likely to get worse if no realistic attention is paid to this newly 

emerging aspect of the development problem. 

B. FROM TIIE SECOND TO THE FOURTH PLAN 

Since environmental problems have accumulated over a-number of years, 

it is useful to t;ace the record of: the Government's interest in this 

important issue. A good index of. the Government''s interest in envfroniliental 
. 'I, 

problems can be found in the five-year development plans:prepared by the· 

National Economic and Social Development Board (NESDB) for the five-year 

periods beginning in 1962. There have been four such plans, for 1962-1966, 

1967-1971, 1972-1976 and 1977--1981. A summary of provisions for environ-.... 

mental problems included in the Second, Third and Fourth Plans is given· in 

table 1. 

For purposes of the present review, a detailed examination of two of 

these plans, the Second Pla;n ,(196 7-1971)1.~ and the present or Fourth Plan 3/ il i ~ . . . . ~ I'·! ••. ~' ' 

(1977-1981) ,--·is valuable· 'in that the Second Plan illusJrated Government 

th,inking in th~···late 1960s ·(pteceditig the '!Environmerita~ Era" -6£ the 1970s), 

while the F'ourth Plan was published one ye~r after establishment of the 

National Edvironment Board (NEB) in October 1975. 

1.. Second Plan 

-The policy of the Second .Plan (1967-1971) is clearly shown (i~ in 

the "Introduction Remarks" in the statement: "The basic objective of these 

projects--d.s to accelerat~ improvement in the standards of living of the peop~e 
. ' 

II 
• 0 •· Sl and.·in the. statement that the· Plan "must be regarded as the national 

/Table 1. 

1_/ National Economic and Social Development Bo~rd, The Second National 
Econo~c and Social Development Plan (1967-1971), Bangkok. 

3/ National Economic and Social Development Board, The Fourth National 
Economic-and Social Development Plan (1977-1981), Bangkok. 
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T~ble 1. .su~mary o~ provis~ons for environmental nrotection in 
nati~nal five-year .)economic and social d~velopiiient' plan·s 

·.·:' 

Ratin,£.1 
Second 
Plan. 

·Third 
Plan 

Fourth 
Plan 

Environm~rital protection 
Environmental protection as a 

s~p~rate ~a~egory 

Conservation of natural resources 
Agricultural'development 

On-farm iiri.gation improvemertts/land 
consolidation 

Socio-economic improvements (tenure, 
credit, marketing, co-operatives) 

Bangkok (and other cities) 
Water su!)ply 
Sewerage and sanitation 
Public hcusing 
Occupational hea~th 

City planning · 
Cultural values 
Family values 
Groundwater. development 
Indust-r:tal pollution-control 

Mant.j.~actt~ring .. 
Mining · 

Recreation/aesthetics/tourism 
Rural COU'.muuities 

Water sup;ply 
Sanitaticn 
R~settle:nent 

Social welfare 
Hill tribes 

Rural pubJ.ic health 
Medical car~ 
I1al,aria ccntrol 
Othe:r- cor.;municable diseases 
Nutrition 

Water r~sources 
Conservati~n planning 
Pollutio~ control 

\·1atershed rn.:magement 
Forest protection/reforestation 
Wildlife protection 

••. • I 

Note: N = Not mentioned. 

N 
1 

1 

3 

4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
N 
·w 

N 
N 
1 

2 
1 
2 
2 
N 

3 
2 

. ' ':""'! . 2 
.1 

·'U,-
1 

·N 

2 
N 

N 2, 
1 2 

2 4 

3 3 

4. 4 
1' 1 
2 2' 
1 i 
1 1 
1 .1 
2 2 
2' 2 
- -.. 
1 1 
N 'i 
1 1 

'2 2 
1 1 
3' 3 
2 2 
1 1 

4 4· 
2 2 
2 2 
1 ," 1 

1 2 
1 ·1 

2 3 
1 1 

. . . ~ 
' . 

~I Ratings from 1 to 4 express relative size o·f budget allocations 
in terms of maenitude of the problem from·the environmental point of view. 
The figures m::ty be compared.·.botl<l horizontally and/or vertically. . ... ,. 

' ' I,.' I 'j '• 

/det'erinination 
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determination toward progressive ecdnomic development", and (ii) in the 

"Scope" of the Plan, which (page 1) again emphasizes "improved living stan

dards",and (iii)-in the "Objectiv~s and Policies" of the Plan which (page 23), 

li~ts "Mobilization of h·uman and natural resources for optimum utilization 

in·expanding the productive· capacity and national income of the country, so 

that the benefits of development can be shared equitably by all classes of 

people''. There is, under "Gbjectives and Policy 11 (page 24), the statement 

"To use natural resources more efficiently and in harmony >.;rith the policy of 

conserving resources for future generations11
; however, the d~tailed text 

includes little if any provision for implementing this concept. 

As would be expected, there is no specific reference to environmental 

aspects per se in the entir~ Second Plan report, but some attention is given 

to important elements oLenvironmental protection including initial efforts 

in forest protection and refqre~tation, concern with on-farm improvements 

and socio-economic institutions needed for assuring the success of irriga

tion projects, greater attention to human settlements planning, and attention 

to Community facilities including physical infrastructure Rnd public health 

and sanitation programmes. However, the main thrust of the Plan is to cope 

with the problem of accelerating population growth and urbanization, from an 

essentially economic point of viet.;r. 

·An especially interesting aspect of the Second Plan is the concept, 

relat_ing to irrigation projects (page 94), which demonstrates the beginning 

o~ recognition that irrigation project planning, to be successful, must 

include more than mass delivery of water, i.e., must include on-farm distribu.:. 

tion including associated needs for land consolidation. Especially illus

trative is the statement that the on-farm improvements "should be undertaken 

by the farmers themselves"; recognition that this was not being done (due 

to lack of capital and know-how) led the Government to take responsibility 

for helping to solve these problems. 

Another interesting aspect is the discussion of industry and mining 

(Chapter X), which is silent on the env±ronmental pollution effects of 

industry and mining~ despite the fact they are heavy contributors. Tin 

mining (page 121) is stated to be the most important mining activity in 

Thailand, but·no hint is given of its "leading role,'' in gross destruction of 

environmental quality including ezcessive siltation of rivers, estuaries, 

and beaches," impairment of aquatic ecology and destruction of mangroves. 

/2. 
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2. Fourth Plan 

,. The Fourth Plan (1977-1981) does iriclude, as would be expect~d~ some ,, 
initi~~ attention to the ne~d for environmental pro.tectioJ?-:-~-.~· )?Y 

'~ ' ' • I,' 

inciudin,g this as a specific category. in the list of s~bjec.t~. c~ns.i~t?,fed i~. 
o • ' ~ ' ; ' I ',• • • ' 

Part III, Chapter I~ namely "Development; .. .;md Conserv~:tion of C.ritical Economic 
• . 'I ...1. '. ' • ·~ • • 

Resources and Environment".. However, the 11 Introduction" 9 Part Is Chapter I-, · 

which presents poli.cies and objectives for the over.-all Plan 9 does not 

explicitly mention environmental protection~ nor is .any mention made in the 

report of the existence of NEB and its role. Mention is made (page 170) of 

the Environmental Quality Act. 9f 1975 (which established ~ffiB), but it is 

stated that the Act " ••. does not authorize any specific agency .to be res-. 

ponsible for the administration and control of environmental quality~:. While 

this is correct, it might have been stated that such is the ~a~e in practi

cally all countries, that environmental protection operations are necess.arily 

diffused among governmental ope.rating agencies, but that NEB does have a key 

role in planning and co-ordination. No doubt these omissions·aie because 

the NEB was at that tine j~st getting organized and h~~dly able to make a 

significant contribution to the preparation of the repdrt:· This issue will 

be discussed further in subsequent sections. 

Despite the omissions noted above, Section 6 of Part III, Chapter I 

includes about four pages of discussioh of environmental issues. Of equal 

interest is the fact that the remaining five sections of 'this same chapter, 

which deal with land use, forestry, water re'Sources, energy artd'mineral 

resources, do include considerable attention to environmel\t;~!'.··~~otection even 

tho~gh these are. not ~ategorized as such. For example, the discussion of 
·.··;. ,,.. ! ' ·, 

forestry notes the urgency of coming up with a much more realistic programme 

for forest protection, and the need for comprehensive water resources plan-
. ' . 

ning is emphasized, including attention to pollution abatement. However, 

the discussion on mining makes .only general mention of environmental protec

tion, by stating "Mining operations may pollute the environment and adversely 

affect marine fish resources" and "Measures 'to lessen and/or prevent such 
' '. 

negative effects will be found to improve the situation". The- 11 Investment 

Programme" ·'(Part IV) does not ·appear to include any p·rojects for implementing 

these concepts. 

/One 
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One reason for the seeming lack of attention in the Fourth Plan to 

integrating environmental issues ~nto development planning is because the 

NEB contribution to the Plan preparation came at a time when the Plan docu

ment had been aimost finalized. Also~ there was insufficient time to give 

much consideration to planning specific measures t'or tackling the impor

tant environmental problems of the immediate future. Thus the environmental 

considerations of the Fourth Plan are not fully related to its over-all 

economic and social aspects. In general~ however, it can be concluded that 

the Fourth Plan gives far more attention to environmental protection than 

any previous Plan. Examination of the projects included in'the detailed 

listing ·for Investment Programmes (Part IV) shows substantial attention to 

environmental ·issues~ especially: 

I ~ ; 

(i) Land use improvement measures (land classification, 
land ownership, land consti:tidation, land reform); 

(fi) Forestry (surveys, strengthening of protection laws, 
·reforestation, watershed protection); 

; ' "1\ . 
(iii) Water resources (re4abilitation of fishing areas); 

(~v) Environmental development (industrial pollution surveys 
and control measures); 

(v) Fisheries (pollution abatement of marine fisheries); 

(vi) Agriculture (spil improvement, plant disea·se control, 
promotion of co-operatives and land settl~ments); 

(vii) Bangkok metropolitan area environmental improvements 
(water supp~y. traffic alleviation, sewerage and 
drainage; housing); 

(viii) Environmental infrastructure for rural communities 
(water 'supply, drainage,·sewerage); 

(ix) Rural public health (sanitation, health services, 
disease prevention, nutrition); 

(x) Social welfare prog~ammes (social insurance, hilltribe 
studies); 

(xi) Recreation (sports, zoos, ~arks); 

(xii) Cultural arts (preser.-'!'at.ion of structures~ education). 

In summary, the Fourth Plan, even though it handles environmental 

issues in a ~ore-or-less piecemeal manner, nevertheless devotes mark~d 

attention to the subject. How much of this attention will materialize will 

/depend 

L__ _________________ ~ -~ -~ ---~ -----------
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depend greatly on the capacity of the Government to developing adequate 

projects. As pointed oui: in the _Fourth Plan, many of the aspirations of the 

Third Plan (especially those relating to environmental protection) did not 

materialize. Now, with the NEB shaping up, the record for the Fourth Plan 

should be considerably improved. 

·3. Summary of Second, Third and Fourth Plans 

Table 1 presents a summarized interpretation of the Second, Third 

and Fourth Plans ~ith respect to attention to selected subject areas ~hich 
' .are generally regarded as sensitive indicators of environment including both 

natural and human resources. The table uses a rating system by which the 

magnitude of_ interest (as indicated by the budget allocat-ion) for each ·.o·f these 

"environmental parameters" is graded on a scale of from 1 to 4. Examination 

of the tabulation and of the explanatory notes in the Plans indicates the 

following: . ,• . 

'I 'j 

(i) 

'1:. 

The Fourth Plan is the first which recognizes the importance. 
of environmental protection as a separate governmental field 
of endeavour; 

(ii) The budget allocations hav~ been mainly concerned with human 
environmental resources, primarily with economic development, 
but also have shown increasing concern with quality-of-l!fe 
values (socio-economics,_ social welfare, public ,he~lth, etc.); 

., 

(iii) Only recently has there been any serious concern with loss 
of natural resources (and even the current interest· tends to 
place quite limited att~~f,~on to such areas as protection 
of forest habitat and wildlife); 

(iv) There has been, relatively little concern with, ,f-Ontrol 
of environmental pollution,_ including water pollution, air 
pollution, solid wastes, toxicity,. ;q.pise,· etc.;' 

(v) There is a marked absence of any programmes aimed at 
systematic monitoring, not only fp.r.-.,ey;;~) .. uating __ ,the extent 
of degradation of natural resources due' to poli~tion and 
other causes, but also of any systematic app~oac~es to 
evaluating the impacts of the Government's activities on 
satisfying human needs i.e. for ~easuring the s·ucicess of 
the human-related programmes in terms of meeting total or 
over-all needs (e.g., the.settlement/resettlement programmes); 

1 :; ~). . ' 
(vi) There ·'is no evidence of rec-ognition that, if tb,e, implementing 

ageneies of the Govemment=;'are to. inc~ude environmental 
protection in their routirie.work or pr~ject de'v'e'i:opment,, then 
their budgets must be increased sufficiently to allow for this. 

/UI. 
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III • ENVIRONNENTAL PROBLEHS AND DEVE.LOPMENT OBJECTIVES 

.·.:. 
A. RELATIONSIUP OF ENVIR~MENT TO OTHER ASPECTS OF 

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING 

Having described the contents of the Second and Fourth Development 

Plans~ it is pertinent to examine the relationship between environmental 

and other aspects of the. Plan .as seen through the current .. situation in 

Thai~and. First, the environmental aspect has now been fully re~ognized as 

an integr:~l part of the de~elopment process.. Secondly, t~ere is a very 

close relationship between environmental and r~source problems-;._ These two 

words can ther.efore be used in terc;hangeably .!/ . Th;lrdly, resources cap be. 

considered as both. the-stimu~us ~s w~l~ as·t~e constraint governing the 

production growth process. Plans, thereforej have to be designed to achieve 

bbth orderly utili~ati'ort of resources an~ t;heir prope·r con$E:rvatj,on so. t?e 

tes6urces wili be contirthally avaitable to support d~velopment. Fourt~ly, 
because the resource aspects can be treated as a part of the multiple-

,• . ' 
.. ' . . l 

objective systell}-~ ~t is much mote difficult to. stri~~-.at?-,.Optimal balance 
·' ~ • .J ~ J ' ... -

in allocation of fiscal resources. 

Within the ··framework discuSsed above, the relatiopship between 

resource and, other.•lpfljor develop,ment objectives in. the context of the Thai 

situation will be discussed in the sections below. 
~-: 'I ._ 

' ' : ··, 

B; ~~,OURCES AND PRODVCTION GROWTH 
• --: ·: .•)o;· • - ': 

The relationship betw~en res?urc~s and_production growth, is, of 

j 
l. 
jl 

course, well known. As inputs to growth, planners ~ormerly_concentrated their 

attention on the problem of maximizing resource udli~_a~,i?n·,:.· After realizing 

the limits of resource availability, howev-er, the··Fourth:.l?lan beg~ns to shift 

its emphasis from maximJ,Im . utilization to proper utilization or "conservation" .j 
It is easy tq see that ·the ·objectives of ngrowth'·' versus "conservation" inter-:- :

1 

act and often conflict ~i.t~. ~,i'\~h other. This certainly represents a new 

dimension 'in development p~anriing · in Thailand. 

At present, the need for c~nserving vit~l resources such as land, 

water, forests etc. has become wiqely known. In practice, however, censer-. 

va.tion represents an additionaT task for the public sector tvhich has almost 

/no 

!f · The term environmental resource as used in this paper includes 
both the quality and quantity of the resource. 
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no experience in the subject •. ·There is increasing concern t~at the 

Government has tilted towards -production growth. This is cle~rly one of 

the n~w development issues which the Fifth Plan (1983-1987) will have to 

address. · 

Apart from the:.problem concerning conflict between growth and 

conservation, it is well known that distribution of growth has been. far 

from·even. As indicated above, growth in urban areas has attracted migration 

from poorer parts of the country and thus caused serious urban problems. 

-Although the Fourth Plan advocated development of regional urban centres as 

a basic approach to deal with this problem, actual implementation of this 

approach lags far behind. As a result, a few cities have to shoulder very 

heavy burdens and thus require.substantial money investment. Here again, 

another direct conflict in development objectives is difficult to avoid :;,ince 

more money for a few urban cities means less money available for developing 

other communities and rural areas. 

C. INCOME DISTRIBUTION 

At Thailand's present stage of development, a large part of the 

population still lives in the subsistence agriculture sector. It is estimated 

that in 1975-1976-about a quarter of the total population still remained below 

the poverty level, with a large-part of these people eng~ged in subsistence 

agriculture. Deplet.ion of critical resources has dire..:~ly caused a deter

ioration in the standard of living_of this poor section.of the population. 

Farmers have lost opportunities to provide themselves with protein food from 

fish in natural water resources which 'used to be in abundant supply. Oppor

tunities to earn small amounts of cash from local natural resources, such as 

from handicrafts and selling charcoal~ have been greatly reduced as population 

encroachment has steadily .depleted fo~est resources. Most importantly, new 

families cannot find empt·Y,. ·lands for new settlements and thus must either 

move into urban areas or ··elsewhere or be content with smaller and smaller 

pieces of farm land. In ~reas whe~e land is available, such land is usually 

not suitable for agriculture, being plagued with serious soil erosion, low · 

soil fertility, water shortages, or other problems. Many more examples like 

these can be cited. All these facts, however, point to the role which 

resources must play in maintaining a _minimum accep~able standard of livi~g for 

the very poor. 

/With 
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With depletion· and deterioration'.of natural resources in rural 

·areas~ the first major consequence is that these people ~re forced out ·of 

their subsistence sector. Since' there are only a few alternatives open 

to them, it is natural that they will struggle to achieve the best possible 

short-run gain. · This is evident in the rapid deter~oration of the country's 

forest resources. ··The emerging situation certainly calls for the Gov~rnment 

to exert major efforts in·poverty eradication. Without the availability of 

sustained national resources, the Government i$ likely to face an increa~ingly 

difficult task in imp-lementing and carrying out a S'!lccessful poverty eradi

cation programm~. 
'.i ._. 

Apart from the direct impact of resource depletion on the poor 

seg~e~t. of the e~onomy, the dwindling natural resources, also have serious 

implications on the performance of all of the Government's functions. Since 

more p'eople are likely to struggle to get whatever resources are l~ft in 

the country~ all9cation. of resources becomes much more complex. Serious : 

doubt has been raised on the capab·ility of the market mechanism to handle 

the increasingly complicated allocation system. This is precisely one of the 

major sources of social arid political tension. While there appears to be no 

easy solution, it should be rioted that the Government naturally tends to 

handle these major problems mostly on a piecemeal and often·short-term basis. 

This is one of· the dangerous trends which have energed during the past few 

years. While there is no easy solution ahead 5 it is clear that the Government 

must focus much more effort on this problem. 

D. OTHER DEVELOPMENT· OBJECTI~S 

The relationship between resources and other'development objectives 

is not as clear as the two cases described above. In te.rms of economic 

stability, however~ there is an increasingly evident trend that depletion of 

certain resources affects patte·rris of· consumption' and consequently consumption 

price levels. In ·the case of forest products, for example, the decre.ase in 

l~ber production in·recent' years has pushed up ,prices of certain types of 

construction materials. Furthermore, timber has to be imported' to meet :the 

shortage~ thus. aggravating the balance of trade deficit~ In terms of n~tional 

security objectives~ deteriorati6n 'of resources puts pressure on the supply 

side, resulting in an increase in' the de-gree of competition through both 

legal and illegal channels. As a consequence, political tension has risen 

particularly in rural areas where local resources have been seriously depleted 

or exhausted. 

/IV. 
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IV. ENVIRONMENTAL .lAW 
; . ·.·' . 

A. EVOL~TION OF ENVIRONMENTAL LAW IN THAILAND 
. '. '' . 

D~spite the fact that envirormental resources have been increasingly 
. 'J 

recognized as playin8 a significant role. in movirig the country to\-lards 
i . r 

achieving development objectives as discussed above, serious atten'lpt's to 

tackle environmental problems in Thailand did not start until 197·3·~·· 'Several 

sections of the Constitution of October 1973 represent the first major law 
-

which dealt directly with ~rotection of environmental resources. 

The first formal recognition of environmental law as a category in 
' ' 

itself came with the National Environmental Quality Act of 1975 (NEQA/1975). 
j _' 1 ' • f~!. ~· j • .i, 

Pursuant to this Act the NEB.was established within the Office of the Prtme 
. • ... . ~) •\.) ·: ;'"'tJ l ")~{:'. ' . • • 

Minister, together with it~ executive arm, the ONEB (Office of tne NEB).· 
. . ''1 . .. . 

ITeviously the NESDB had_es~ablished an Environmental Studies Unit withiri 

the NESDB structure '\'Jhich i~ Oc"i:ober 1975 became the nucleus of the nev1 0NEB. 
-! ~ : ~ :- f 

The role of the NEB, as set forth in Section 5 of the NEQA/i975, r~quired 
' ... , 

, . the NEB. to carry out various functions as described below in Section V of 
. ; :.;J(\ q--~ - : . j.: . : l 

~~~s presentation. 
! • • -

A more· det.~iled discussion on environment;al laws in Thailand, up 

to 1978; as related to. various specif.i? typ.es of environmental resources, 

is presented in Annex 1. Annex 1 also inc~udes a summary tabulation of 

these en~ironmental laws • • 
Attention should be called also to. a development of the past several 

years which hao indicated the increasing importance given by the Government 

t_o environmental protection, by use of Article 27 of the· Interim Constitution 

(effective to December 1978) to deal opecifically ~o1ith cases involving gross 
• l. '.. . ' • \ [: ~~ • ' . 

abuses of envircirimeni:a'l resources. Article 2:7' (and similar- articl~s ir;t 
't. '• . ..: :- ·.··.·, •• I ' 

earlier constituHfons) · enabied the Prime rt.inister to. take drastic ac,ftion on 

~i;rtually any import·afit matter of intex:est to the. nation, but p.o us~ rw~s 
ever made of this powe,r ·by earlier Governments' for!:•the speciftc .pu:pppse of 

environmental p~ot~~~i~n. The first Kriangsak Gov~~~~q~ u~il~zed Article 27 

in several such;it:tstfilnce~.for handing out very serious.penalties to persons 
' .... • }, ' ; !". .:. l ' { ~I , ~ ~:;: ('~ f t_, • 

found guilty of·gross ··los. poaching and of dynamitin~·-.?.~.:.~i~~ery .and coral 

resources. However~ the_present Constitution, promulgated in December 1978, 

contains no such article. 
/B. 
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B. NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAt·QUALITY ,A.CT OF 1978 

Experience in working with ~illQA/1975 indicated the need for 

s~rengthening this legislation in order to furnish NEB with a more solid 

basis for its operations. Pursuant to recommendations developed by NEB, 
I 

n~w legislation 'li;an enac.te.d :Ln December 1978, termed the National 

Environmental Quality Act of 1978 {!:iEQA/1978) which remedies serious gaps 

in the previous law. The new law provides (i) for strengthening of the 

environmental impact statement procedures, (ii) for development and applica

tion of environmental quality standards, and (iii) for handling of environ

mental emergencies. Details on the new legislation ~re given in Annex II. 

The NEQA/1978 constitutes a major improvement in Thailand's 

legislabive framework for environmental management. But further efforts 

will be required. An ESCAP meet inS ott. the 'subject in early·.'July 1978 called 
tr•, • 

~or increased attention to the legal and institutional aspects of a variety 
'. 

of environmental issues.both at the'national and international levels. 

Thailand had anticipated.~ny of the meeting's recommendations through the 

work of NEB and its Environmental La"'~ Committee - achievements which should 

be a source of national pride. Many other challenges lie ahead, however, 

and thus the work must continue at a diligent pace if the productivity of· 

the country's resources and the health and well-being of the Thai people 

are to be maintained. The record to date suggests that there is good 

reason to be optimistic that the environmental ~aw gap will be .~~osed • . " . 

-V. 1illMINISTRATIVl:: ASPECTS . 

A. ENVIRONNENTAL INPUTS INTO DEVELOPUENT PLANNING -, '\':. 

It is important to note that the term "environmental planning 11 

has little meaning e~~cept as related to over-all development· planning. 

While it is convenient to use the term 11environmental planning" as a short 

title, what is real~y meant is proper. consideration of the environmental 

issues in the total develo~ent planning. process. 

In the case of Thailand attention to environmental issues in 

development planning more or less go·t· its start with establishment of .the 

first national 'environmental committee· in ·.1.971. This attention gained 

impetus with establishment of an Emriromne.n~al Division in NESDB in 1974. 

-/With 
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'1/Jith establishment of i'illB in October 1975, the Environmental 

Division of ;~m[:D3. furnishe~1 the carr. g:.:·o-;;.:_:> fo:.· ::he ne~· N.EB. The t::EsbB, 

however, has continued to maintain an environmentcl ~ivision, prin~~ily 

to serve purposes of liaison with J<:fE,J, so that the Vie"\<1S of NEll ccn 
( 

be expeditiously taken into account in J.J"E:J[t::-3' s evaluations of the over-all 

merits of proposed development projec~s. 

The roles of b~th NEf.W•3 and E~~-ij in enyiromnental planning have been 

essentially as lead agencies i.e. the government has maintained the 

philosophy t~~t the ~plementing agencies of the government should be 

responsible for0 incorporating environmental parameters into their regular 

operations, fallowing policies and guidelines entablished by the lead 

agencies. Thus the government's approach to environmental protection is 

similar to that of most other·· countries both develop~ng and dev~l~ped. 

B. ?fUNCTIONS OF NEB PD~SUANT TO NEQA/1975 . 

Since its est~blishment in October 1975, the key agency dealing with 

environmental problems is the National Environment Board (NEB).· SectionS 

of the NEQA/1975 requir~d the NED to: 

(i) Submit policy and opinion~ concerning the enhanc~ent and 

conoervation of. ~nvironrnental quality to the c~b:Lnet; 

. (ii) '·Consider the implementat:;_on of ?Olicy in respect of the 
~ . . ..., . 

, drawing o~t of projects or cchemes concerning environmcntai quality; 

(iii) .. Consider and give opinions on projects of government agencies, 

state enterprises and the private-sector, wbich may have an adverse 

effect on environmental quality, to the cabinet or government agencies 

concerned, es the case may be; 

(iv) ,:;ubmit plans for the development, enhancement and conservation 

of environmental quel·ity to the cabinet; 

(v) "'.scommend standards of environmental quality, including 

measures to be adopted for inspection thereof, and recommend sanctions 

against violators to the cabinet; 

(vi) Submit a report o·n. the national situation regarding· environ

mental quality to the cabinet at least once a year; 

(vii) Co-ordinate work between government agencies, state 

enterprises and the private sector on matters concerning environ:r.ental 

quality; 

I (viii) 
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(viii) Consider any other matter concerning environmental quality 

as the cabinet or the Prime Minister may request; 

(ix) Perform other functions as may be designated by·law to 

be those of the National Environment Board .• 

A prov,ision of parttcular importance in NEQA/1975 is Section 6, 
'.~ 

which empowered the till3 to require government agencies, state enterprises, 

.and other persons to submit documentary information on the environmental 

impact of proposed projects and plans. If the ~oard, after reviewing such 

material, was ·of the opinion that a project or plan may cause a serious 

adverse ~nvi~onmental eff~ct·, it could recommend remedial measures to the 
I . 

cabinet. This provision was intended to provide the necessary legislative 
·- . 

basis for implementation of an effective national environmental impact 

assessment programme. 

_The Act also e~tab~ished, in-Section 12, an Office of the National 

Environment ?oard (O~lliB) with a mandate to carry out the activities entrusted· 
; 

to it by the Board. Notable among the Office's other responsibilities 

was the duty to "supervise" government agencies, state enterpr~ses, and 
I 

private sector organizations to ensure their com~liarlc~ with environmental j 
quali~y standard~· The O~mB was also authorized to receive for consideratio~ 
"the petition of any person who has been aggreived or damaged by an act 

~mich has an adverse effect on environmental -quality". The ONEB was 

generally require4 to study existing environmental conditions and recommend 

programmes for their improvement, and 11to promote and encourage the study 

of environmental quality.at every level ·of education". . \ . ' 
.. Six advisory committees were established at the time of the creation 

of the National Environment Board, na.-nely those on land use, 'ttTater quality, 

afr and noise, population and human settlements, education and public 

relations, ·and nature and art conservation.. A seve~th committee, addressed 

to environmental la"t.Y, ·"tt1as established in ~~ay 197€. These committees 

initiated issues related to their terms of references and also served to 

screen,any proposals before submitting views to the cabinet through t~B. 

/C. 
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C. STRENGTHENING OF NE~ FUNCTIONS 
PURSUANT TO NEQA/1978 

_: ~' 

The experience of NEB in.working with NtQA/1975 indicated a·n~qer 

of d-eficiencies in this Ac·t, mainly in not ililt·luding sufficient specific 
• •0," . 

provisions to enable· imptementation of its basiC' concepts and principles. 
• • I' ~;i] wr:: .. : . r ' ' . f 

The· NEQA/1978 included provisions '"hich should remedy these def;i.ciencies 1 . 

particularly in_. ·the subjects of· enviromnental assessment, enviromne~~l 

standards, and enviromnental emergencies. 

(a). Enviromnental impact assessment. In what represents the 
culminatt'on of more than· two years of effort by NEB, the NEQA/1978 requ~res 

the preparation of an environmental impact 'study prior to the approval of 

any major project, whether in the public or'private secto~. Any Govermnent 

agency proposing to undertake a major public vmrks project - a damp:,: 
. · ·. ; } ; ~' ~r · · , 

.. _highway, for example ..,. must prepare a study of the project's likely .e~vi-
·'. 
romnental effects and prot>os.ed e'nvirom'nental ·protection measures and s~bmit 

it to the NEB for review. The NEB's approval'of the study is requi1;~d ., 
l. 

prior- to implementation of the project. ·Th.e·-'study is .also to be made- ovailable 

fa~ public in~pection. 

Proponents of projects in the ~~ivate'sector requiring govermnent 

approval - -nevJ fac~ories, _for exa~ple - are under the same. obligation-.· No 

, licence. 1-s to be_ issued for such a proje(;!t until an environmental iriipact 

study, prepared by t~e project's sp.onsor, had.been approved by NEB. · 

Actually, the requirement represent~. less of a departure from past 
" ' • < • • • 

policy than may be tho~ght. The original 1975 Act authorized NEB to require 

an environmental impact· .study . .in connexion wi$ any .project and, whenever 

serious harm was threatened, to r~commend remedial.me~sures to the cabinet. 

Unfqrtunately, because the legislation did not authorize NEB to issue 

regulations, there was no effective way to establish the enviromnental impact 
I 

study req~irement.as a routine, government-wide pbligation~- Each study 

had t9 b~:requested individually by the joard, and the effectiveness of-

the device was thus heavily dependent on the extent to which the'NEB s·taff 

was able to stay abreast of the plans of other agencies. Becimse of 
~ f • 

uninformed agency fears that a request from NEB for an envirol11llental impact 

stud}/~ight impede efficien~ project implementation, the !\lEB staff: found 

that ti.mely information about proposed projects ''~as not often forthcoming, 

particularly in the early per,iod of NEB operations. 

'/NEB 
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NEB has enjoyed increasing co-operation from other government 

agencies during the past year. With the nev7 legislation, NEB now has the 

power to prescribe regulations, and ep.vironmental impa..:t studies are 

mandatory for all projects specified in a list to be issued by the Board. 

ThE:! studies will be reviewed, at least at the outset, by a special expert 

panel' assembled by ~mB for the purpose. At the same time• training programmes 

are underway to strengthen the l~B staff capability in environmental impact 

assessment technology• 
' .·· 

As a practical matter, most of the environmental impact studies are 

likely to be done by p~ivate consultants, at least at the outset. 

Recognizing the natural incentive in such circumstances for a consultant 

to minimize the negative features o£ a project whose sponsor is paying 

his fee, 'the NEB ·Hill establish a roster of approved consulting firms. 

Unwarranted bias in.favour of a project would be grounds for disqualifica

tion, a fact which should help to ensure a reasc!.able degree of objectivity 

in environmental impact evaluations. 

·(b) Environmental standards. Pollution standards for industrial 

waste wate~ have been in effect since 1970, when they were issued by the 

Ministry of Industry under the Factories Act of 1969. The standards are 

:'-in t:he_;~orm !Jf uniform effluent limits, and apply generally to all industrial 

and are considered by many to be too ~'trict for practical applica_tioti:' 
. ,_ 

to much of Thail~nd's industrial sector. Although NEB and the Ministry 
.; 

of Induntry officials have met several times to discuss the adoption of 
.,, .. # 

more suitable standards, the 1970 limitations remain in effect today. 

Enforcement, many observers have noted, tends to be sporadic • 

. The· only ind)..lstrial air pollution standard, issued by the Hinistry 

of Industry i? 1971, calls for factory smoke to be released "through a 
' ' 

chimney h~:ying; ·.suitaole height n, and prohibits smoke from being blacker 
,· 

than a pr~scribed level. The regulations do not prescribe limits for 

the emission of invisible noxious gases. 

··.!',;_ ·'S-imilarly, although the police occasionally ticket vehicles found to 

·.·b·e .. 'disgSiging excessive amounts of 11black smoke", there are no guidelines 

/prescribing 
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prescribing limits for the poisonous invisible components of motor vehicle 
.( ' 

exhaust - .. ~at::bon monmdde, sulphur and nitric oxides, and lea~, for example • .. 
A s~cond amendment in the l-TEfi!/1978 is intended to renie~y -these 

·i 
deficiencies- by ~uthorizing the NEB to. promulgate basic env~ronmental 

standards for tne country. These standards would serve as a guide to those 

agencies of the government "t-Jhich currently have principal pollution 

control authority in specific sectors of the environment. 

In the case of "point-source 11 pollution - "1aste from factories and 

municipal waste l~Yater discharges - NEB will establish basic stream quality. 

standards throughout the nation. The standards will differ from stream 

to stream, depending on volume, flow, beneficial uses, and so forth. 

Once the standards -,;,rere established, it would be the responsibility of 

the ap~~opriate enforcement agencies - the Ministries of Industry artd.Public 

Health, fo~ example·._;_ to formulate. effluent limitations for particular 
I • ' ''' 

di_sc;hargers which facilitate achievement o'f' NEB's st~eam quality targets. . , 

.NEB "t-7ill also issue ambient air quality standards and work clo'seiy 
' .. 

with enforcem.ent agencies - principally the Police Department - to develop 
.. .. ' .. 

appropriate enforcement machinery. Requirements calling for emission control 

devices .on new cars might be promulgated, and regular testing of vehicle 
/ ' . ' : ~ ' . 

ex~ust might be prescribed as part of the implementation ef~ort. 

(c) Environmental emergencies. The third am0ndment give~(the 

Prime Minis~er authority to take any action deemed necessary to respond 
l 

to •an "environmental emergency". Such an 'emer·gency might arise, ·for example,. 

in the c~se of a damaged .. tariker spilling oil into Thai coasta,l~'waters, or 

where meteorological conditions cause air pollution concentrations in 

munici:f:alities to build up to levels \vhich medical authorities regard as 

dangerous to health. ("Air pollution alerts" are well known by city 

dwellers in many other countries.) The Prime Hinister, under the new provision, 

is authorized to take control of s!:-,ips, to issue constraints for certain 

categories of motor vehicle use, or to take other emergency measures in 

order to correct the situation. 

As evident from the above, the ~ffiB is primarily in a role 

of advising, leading, and co-ordinating qn matters of environmental 

protection, to "see to it" that the implementing agencies of 

/the 
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the. Government do provide for proper attention to environmental protection . ' . ~ ~ . : 

in planning, building and operating development projects. Within this 
•.'• ;·;,.', I '•J 

contextt the NEB can submit any views or ideas concerning environmental 

prot~fi6n tto'···the cabinet. ' Upon the cabinet's approval, the implementing 

Mihistri'e's' 'br· 6ther implementing agencies of· the Government carry out :alil 

ne-cessary ·a.a:ivities. ·As previousiy noted, there ·are numerous laws deal-:tng 
'• 

either'directly or indirectly with environmental problems, which are 
. . 

administered by responsible government agencies ·specified by each law. The 

NEB co~ord~nates and monitors the perfo~ces of these agencies on activi

ties related to environmei_lt. 

' D. 
' ~ ' ' I • : 

ORGANiZATION OF THE OFFICE OF THE NEB 
!.J .. . .: 

As officia~~Y.-.e~.t;Cilblished in 1975 '··;~,he Office of the NEB (ONE:S) was 

orgl:!Ilize4 to compri~~- f,du-r operating divisi6ns in- addition to Hie bffi~e of 

i:~e S~.J;:~taryt as .sh~WI;I, AA ,figure 1. whh~·,.~his organization. se~~ed ef~~cti~eiy 
.t.- • l .. 

to.meet._.NEB's·initial needs, actual e.xperience pas shown that the work of 
. ' ... - . ' 

environmental protection is considerably more complex than initially envi-
. . . . . ', . . ·. ~ . ' . . ... 

sioned. Acc~rdingly the original divisional structure, while still main-

talned~ has. under.gone modifications withi~ .the divisio~~ ttiemselv~s,' as shown 

in f~~ure 2. This was done ~rimaril; to establish ~ist~~t sections or · ' 

units for each important envirc;mmental subject area. This has also served 
, • , • I I ' ' ' • l 

to exp~dite the development of linkage relationships with·other Governmental 

agencies. 
~. ! t ': ,_. •• 

_,._, It is anticipated_ that some .of the more impor~ant sections or units 

within the e~isti~g_divisional structure will sooner or later be reestablished 

as separate divisions in themselves. 

/Figure 1. 
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E. l.INKAGE BE'fi•~EEN NEB AND IMPLEMENTING AGENCIES 

The linkage between the NEB and oth~r central staff organization 1 

notably ·the planning organization (NESDB) and the Budg~t Bureau, is being 

worked out at present. Nevertheless, since the n~ed for close co-ordination 

between the NESDJ3 and the.~ NEB is clearly understand~ble, the present pr~ctice 
was :.designed to facilitaGe· progress toward this objective. Adt?inistrati:vely, 

the Secretary-Gen~~al of the NESDB is an ex-officio member of the board 
• •'l 

of NEB. Furthe9o;-e, representatives of the NESDB are normally included 

in almost all of ~he committees· and ·working group·s established by the NEB. 

As noted earlier~ a small ·environmental staff has been retained 'li1ithin 

NESDB to act as the·contact point with the NE~. Through this.staff, th~ 

NESDB expects to co-ordinate all activities which. are base~, ph criteria_. 

oth~r than environment to give due consideration to the environmental aspects. 

On a'inore substantive 'ievel, the i?ourth National Plan incorporates 
•i' •. 

inputs from l\TEB in a chapter called "Development of Conservation of .. Critical 

Economic Resources and Environment'1
• The draft environmental plan provided 

by the ~m~ was submitted tq the NB~DB's committee for approval prior to its . . 
inclusion in the national development plan. The Secretary-General of the 

.. NEB, h~wever,, is not a member of the NESDB committee. 

The relationships between NEB and other governmen~al.agencies are 

being {i·eveloped on an ad hoc basis. The NEB makes c6ntncts with many 

Government units through its numerous committees and working groups. All 

decisions involving other Government units must be referred to the Cabinet 

for consideration. ·~·That is particularly lacking at present is the role of 

the NEB.in budgetary allocation. At present, there is no formal way through 

'\~Thich the i.\"EB, can contribute to budgetary decisions. 'The' present system, 

however, allows .. ,~B to raise the issues directly to the Cabinet~ An 

alt;ern~tJve a~.pr.o_ach 'li7.0Uld be to work together with the NESDB' in screening 

.d·.ev:elopme:nt. Plt~:jects prior to the submission to the Cabinet~ . rliis '.issue 

is further .d.iscus,f!_,ed in the next section. 

With respect to technical assistance on environmental matters from 

international· assistance agencies, NEB -v1orks. closely with J)TEC (Department 
. '· 

of technical·:a·nd E·cohomic Co-operation), the govermnen~ agency :.;esponsible 

for administratioil:of funds received from: these .agencies. By mutual agreement 
:).: . .. 

between DTEC and NBB, all requests to OTEC for international t~~hni~l 
. . . . . \~ ' 

/assistance 



assistance from ot):ler government agencies are referred t·o 'NEB for 

evaluation. · This has- proven to be an effective way for _,ensJ:lring that all 
.. ~.:.. l .,..fi, :. . . t . . . . 

.s.uch. assiStance .. ' is plann_ed and implemented "t-Yithin a co-ordinat~d ·frame"t-7ork 
• • ·'"'~'" J.. 

. p~poiicy developed by- NEB. The object is to utilize this limited assistan~e 

to ,?:ohi.~y~. a maximum of training in environmental technology di;st:ributed . . . .. } ··~.. . .. . 

throug?~ut the government _and especially in the. major implementing. ag~ncie~ .• 

VI1 Ct.!JRRtNT NEB APPROACH TO ENvi~Oi~MENTAL PROTECJ'IOl~ ''J 

:; 

A.. CURRENT NEB AC'i'!ON PR(X;Ri-lMME: 

NEB 1 s current approach f~·r achieving A reaii~tic meaflure ·qf 
environmental protection combines both immediate- or short-term··measures~ 

. r--- - .. 
These incluo·e ·-the use of Bnvirornnental Impact Statement (E_ISJ reports as 

the primary method for handling immediate ·projects -on a case-by-case basis,, 

and longer-term m~asures, primarily by development of .. _tp.aster environmental 
. '.r 

.plans for se.lected -areas or ~ectors and by es~ablislnnent of appropriate 
I' 

s.tandards of enviro.nment:al quality • . } . 

It _is important- to note here that virtually a·ll of the· environmental 

protection measures being .undertake~ by fre:B are complex op.eratione and of · 

a nature which would be difficult to implement even' if staff with environmental 

experience were available to NEB and to the implement~ng agencies of the 
' 1 government. Actually such· exper~enced staff are very limited in. supply 

in Thailand, and· hence NES's approach for its first few years is to focus 

o.n use of the E:CS iilechanics as the most effe6:d.ve interim measure v7hile 

the shortcomings of inexperience ar~ overcome. 

This in .no way .i~plies lack. of recognition of environmental-cum-
- ' ' " I, ~ 

economic planrti-ng i.e •.. t;he. deyelopme_nt of optimal lancl use- plans· for the· 

various regions of the country, as the best solutio~ to protecting 
' :. ... ' ' 

... ~ t • ) 

en-vironment io·;!haila[\d ~n t_he -long run. It shnply. recogniz_es that, w:Lth 

our· best efforts, effective long-range planning is likely to be a drawn-·out 

, .. process. Heanwhile the EIS approach, as shown by experience e'lsewhere · · 
I. I ' 'I : 

c.~n. ~e a. very., effective tool in' itself. Th~ experlence o-f the decade of 

the 1970s tnt.the developed cb~nt·'l'l~~ ·has· s'h'own clearly the. continu~n:g. n~ed 
. ::1,: •. 

for the EIS approach even in -~reas or regions which h~ve ·pre~?,mnably._ been._ 

· ''we.l). pl~nned". The NEB philosophy,- therefore,' is based ·on·.·a·t:-co.ntfnui.ng. · 
·' .• '-: t.... '.. • ....•. 

steady application of both-approaches.· 
··' , ... ,, ... 

/1. 



1. Environmental impact assessment 

Be.cause the NEB has been established only recently, it \"las ... not yet 

been possible for the ONEB to involve itself tJJith all a''tivities related 

to environment. The NEB approach, therefore, has had to be selective, 

based on'the system of national· priorities as indicated in the National 

Development Plan. In the field of appraising new development proj.ects, 
- . 

for example, the rlliB has decided to start off with dam and reservoir projects. 

As previously noted, NEB's most powerful tool for achieving environmental 

protection at this time is the EIS s'ystem. Even in the absence of any 

comprehensive planning and even without the establishment of environmental 

quality standards, it is expected this project-by-project appr.oach should 

enable NEB to impose reasonable minimum protection measures. Aslo~ it i.s 
. . 

expected that this project-by-project approach will be very valuable in 
' ~ . 

training of the staff of NEB and of the ~plementing agencies in fundamental 

concepts of environmental protection. Thus the EIS exercises should serve 

to hammer out many basic concepts useful in developing the other NEB envi

ronmental protection measures including regional planning and establishment 

of environmental quality standards. 

The NEB approach to implementing a national EIS system is based on 

use 'of the 11Hanual of NEB. Guidelines for Preparation of Environmental Impact 

Statements 11,2:~ issued by NEB for use by the i~plementing ·agen~ies. This . 

includes (i) r~general guidelines for preparation of EIS reports" v1hich are 
• f., 

applicable to all types of development projects, (ii) "supplemental guide-
. . 

lines", with a different set of guidelines prepared for ea-ch main category 

of projects (dam/reservoirs, highways, harbours~ industries, 'etc.), 

(iii). "initial environmental examination guidelines" for screening of a 

proposed project to determine whether an EIS will be needed, and (iv) a 

"format for preparing terms of reference for preparation of 

impact statements for proposed projects", to be used by the 

! • --; ., '• ~, : rr , 

environmental· · 
' • 1, .. ,, 

implement:b:lg 

agencies for issuing to consulting firms or other groups interested in 

preparing proposals for carrying out specific EIS study projects. 

The first issue of the NEB manual was published in April 1979. 

It is .planned to update these guidelines periodically as experience is 

gained in actual project management in Thailande 

/The 

2/ National Environment Board, r1anual of_ NEB Guidelines for 
Preparation of Environmental -:udpact Evaluations (Bangkok, April 1979). 
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The NEB guidelines are based primarily on two United States publica

tions (with modifications considered appropriate for Thailand), namely 

(i) the latest guidelines issued by the Council of Environmental Quality 

(CEQ) of the United States of America,§/ which is the lead agency in. that 

country for formulating such guidelines, and (ii) a publication of the 

United States Corps of Engineers/Battellei/ which develops a methodology for 

applying the CEQ concepts into EIS practice • 

. _,,. An important aspect in the use of the EIS approach ·in a developing 

country like Thailand is to utilize EIS procedures which are appropriate 

for the local situation. It is hardly realistic to expect to carry out 

environmental analyses to the degree comparable to EIS studies in the 

developed countries. The experience in EIS work in Thailand to date indicates 

that an EIS study appropriate for conditions here can be carried out for a 

fraction of the usual EIS costs for similar projects in the developed countries. 
. . 

Details are given in annex III. 

2. Comprehensive environmental planning 

It is recognized that planning on a regional basis is essential · 

to achieve consistency and efficiency in ~nvironmental management. Hence 

NEB has initiated a programme leading to the development of environmental 

management plans for selected areas considered most sensitive with respect 
L~·:.: . , . ; , 
to environmental degradation. This has the objective of establishing 

guidelines and/or constraints to be applicable to continuing area devel.opment 

including necessary controls of existing development. As previously noted, 

our use of the term "environmental planning" is not meant to imply preparation ' 

of a plan outside the context of, or different from, .a proper over-all economic; 

and socio-ec'onomic development plan for a particular region or sector of 

the country. What is meant is to ensure adequate attention to all important 

environmental issues in the preparation of such plans i.~. the preparation 

of a land use plan which both supports development and protects environment 

on a mutually_-related basis. From NEB point of view, it is. encumbent upon 

NEB to take the lead, if necessary~ in sponsoring such planning for all 

environmentally sensitive regions or resources in the country. 

/The 

§./ ·Council of Environmental Quality, "Preparation of environmental 
impact statements: Guidelines, Appendix C, Environmental quality", Ninth 
Report of the Council of Environmental Quality (Washington, D.C., December 
1978). 

Il _,Battelle Pacifi~; · -Envirornnent Assessment Manual: Colombie River 
and Tributa·ries;·prepared for Corps of ·Engineers, May 1974. 
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The key planning projects on NEB 1 s ucritical lise1
, now in various 

stages of early development, include the following: 

(i) Songl'..hla Lake basin: Songkhla Lake in southern Thailand, 

one of south.,-en~t Asia 1 s largest lakes, stili retaihs much of its pristine 

qualities (including extensive wildlife sanctuaries and beautiful .beach 

zones), but the lake basin is entering the S-curve phase of development 

including harbour, irrigation, industrial estates and other projects as 

well as extensive urbanization. 'The initial NEB effort here is focused on 

establishing a sound programme for continuing assessment and monitoring of 

the lake limnology and water quality to determine changes due to development. 

This is a co-operative venture between tmB, the Department of Fisheries, 

and the Prince of Songkhla University. Supplementary activities include 

assessment of pollut1on loadings now generated in the basin. The ultimate 

objective is preparation of a compr.ehensive plan for continuing basin-wide 

development which incorporates adequate protection of water quality, similar 

to that being completed this year for Laguna de Bay in the Philippines with 

UNDP /'{.JHO sponsorship. 

(ii) Pattaya beach resort: Pattaya, located on the east coast 

of the upper Gulf of Thailand, about t"t>ro hours 1 drive from Bangkok, is 

currently. Tha~land 1 s primary international beach resort and an important 
.. ( 

foreign exchange earne·r. However, because of the rapidity of the growth 

of the Pattaya resort, all in the past decade, the entire array of usual 

pollution problems needs systematic attention. NEB 1 s approach here include's 

monit·oii'ing of sea 'i7ater quality, evaluation ·of waste loadings (including 

industria! as 'i7ell as community wastes, .and solid as 'l'.ile'tl as liquid t•rastes), 

evaluation of the feasibility of establishing special controls (for example, 

prohibition .of dynamite fishing, to save precious coral reefs). and other. 

measures, all to be inputs· for preparation of an area-wide p~an of develop-
. ' .. /.,.I, ~ 

ment control which maximizes· tourist potentials without loss ··cif. ~ssential 
8/ I ," 

enviroomEmtal values.- This planning, as well as that at Phuket, is 

being co-ordinated with the planning activities-of the Tourist Authority 

of Thailand 

/(iii) 

~/ National Environmental Board, Environmental Guidelines for 
Coastal. Zone. Ivlanagemenj: in Thailand, 30 Hovet:1ber 1975. 

. }(,. . 
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(iii) Inner Gulf zone: this zone, ~;Jhich might be termed the future 

Bangkok megalopolis, comprises the present ~angkok metropolitan area plus 

all of the land's adjacent to the· seacoast in the vicinity' which seem 

destined to expand relentlessly into a huge complex, all draining to the 

uppermost part of the Upper Gulf of Thailand (the 11 lnner Gulf") via four 

major river systems. TI~ese include the Chao Phraya River, which flows 

through Bangkok and which; in. the dry season, becomes nearly septic in 

the cou:i:'s.e of this passage, and the l'1ae Klong River, which drains an extensive 

industrial ·zone in the vicinity of Kandhana~uri including some two dozen n:; 

cane sugar mills and other heavy in~ustries •. The existing pollution has 

already seriously affected .the extensive mudflats of the Inner. Gulf, which 

represent Thailand's most important fisheries reproduction zone, both for 

shell~ish (shrimp and clams) and for finfish; however, the present levei 

of pollution is only the beginning. Solving this problem is NEB's biggest 

challenge and wi~l require a comprehensive analrsis of pollution loadings 

and effects on the affected water resources - the local klongs, the rivers, 

a·nd the se.a: 't'laters. 

NEB's initial efforts have been limited to monitoring of river· and 
sea water quality (including marine pollution surveys in the Inner Gulf), 

carried out in co-operation with Chulalongkorn University and the National 

Research Council, to maki·ng initial estimates of the. magn~tudes of present 

and future pollution loadings and to .preliminary modelli-ng of w.a.ter. quality 

in the Mae Klong River.~/ The problem of sanitation-cum-flooding. i~ 
Bangkok,. bad as it is (the_ area is not yet se\o7ercd and depends on ~se of 

individual disposal systems located in tight clayey soils) is only part 

of this problem. The ultimate objective is preparation by the government 

~f the optimal comprehensive land use plan for the entire Inner Gulf/ 

~angkok megalopolis zone, .a~d it is expected that the inputs b~ing furnished 

by NEB will be of great importance. in the ultimate plan formulation. 

(iv) Phuket: while not yet a major int~rnational beach resort;.,· 

Phuket has all the natural resources (beautiful tropical beaches, off-shore 

islands, coral beds, and specta·cular scenic areas reminiscent .of. Rio de·' 

Janeiro) to become Thailand's leading beach for international tourism, only 
... 

provided suitable controls can be established for protecting the natural 

resources from silt discharges from tin mining (the area's major industry 

/for 
·.·.:)•. 

. . 
2/ National Environm:ental Board, .E.nvirorunental Guidelines for Coastal 

Zone l1anagement in Thailand: Inner Gulf Zone, '31 May 1976; and Dhira 
Phanthumvanit, Reliability Analysis for Envirorunental Planning: A Case 
Study of the Mae Klong River (National Environment Board, July 1976). 
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-
for many decades) and from ne"1 urban groHth including harbour projects 

'' ''. 
and associated industries. vJhile the land tin mining operations_ :ate· 
grad~ally ~~~-ering out, they are "ieav'ing behind extensive areas· barrirt 

of surface cover so that silt run-off, 't'mich has already spoiled mudh::.·~ · 
of the beach zone at' the south- of Phuket, is likely to contil1ue 'inde'ftn:tt·ely 

unless corrected.· 111oreover; off--shore mining is building up, to ·r'eplac·e· 

on-shore mining:J and poses a different array of ha·zards ·including silt'ing ·· 

up of beach areas, off-shore discolorations and ·c::~mptete (if 'perhaps 

temporary') destruction of. bottom ecology. Promiscuous houein~ ·aitd mot~! 
projects along the beaches are also a problem. The 'rm:B."s· prese~t' effort 

here is a~ed at obtaining ~ quantified picture ·.of tli'e's:e ··pr~blems ~ to ser-Ve 
•' • I '1. ' ' ~ 

as a basis for preparing a·plan of action including both short and long 
' . ~ 10/ . 
term measures.--

(v) -Rural development:. NEB's efforts relating to protecting 

community or village-environments in the rural •areas is only beginning, 

but is .recognized as tmportant because of the large populations i~olved. 

The greatest pr<?blem area has ·.been in northeast Thailand, where the Mekong 

Committee has cprried .o~t extensive studies and projects over the past 

tWQ decades with emphasis on irrigation development and associated 
. 11/ 

improvement of village c~nity infrastructure.-- A working liaison 

between the Committee's Secretariat and NEB is being developed so that 

the~r joint efforts may be co-ordinated to ~2ximum advantage. One of the 

projects now under preparation by NEB is for deyeloping appr?priate 

(affordable) methods for improving village infrastructure for submittal 

to UNEP for consideration as a regional demonstration for south-east Asia. 

Other related projects are those nm:·J being proposed .by both USAID and 

IBRD for improving the "1elfare of hilltribe populations living i~ .. the 

uplands of northern Thailand. ~mB's objective here will be in assuring 

th~t these projects -and_similar development throughout the couptry, include 

provision for minimum need'ed attention to environmental- prote.ctipn including 
. ' 

socio-economic and quality of life aspects as well as pu'otection of 

forests and wildlife. 

/(vi) 

10/ National Environment Board, Environmental Guideli~es for Coastal 
Zone Management in Thailand: Zone of Phuket. 31_ .1anua'ry 1976. 

11/ Hekong_Committee, Pa Hoti.g Optimization-and· Downstream Effects 
Study, 1976. 
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(vi) Forest and \.Yildlife protection: the I:1ekong Committee, in its 

work in northeast Thailand, again has fo~t~nately rr~de considerable progress 

in evaluating t:1ese problems and in formulating proposals for practicable 

solutions )1./ Increasing population p:cessures \-·Jill make it increasingiy 

difficult to preserve forest habitats (~lich are being depreciated at an 

unprecedented rate), and the best hope for salvaging some of these natural 

areas appears to be :i.n establishing a more extensive system of national reserves 

and parks· with ?.etter financial support for ensuring effective operation of 

these reserves !30 they v7ill achieve their pot'entials for protecting forest 
-

hab:i,tat and wilf11ife. To this end v10rk is now under way, in co-operation 

with the IUCN for prep~ring Thailand" s first comprehensive v1ildlife cc;>h

servation plan. In some instance's ·it may ·be feasible to incorporate the 

financing of foresti"t·rildlife reserves 1ntb ·the budgets of dam/reservolr ·. 

projects (v7hich serve to accelerate the rate 6f destruction, ·and hence might 

well be concerned with forest protec~ion as an integral part of project·~, 

plaqning). Especially encouraging are the evaluations made under i:1ekong 

auspices on the Nam Pong dam/reservoir project, a multi-purpose project 

in the-northeast completed a decade ago. These include (a) a critical 

post-mortem analysis {sponsored by the ·1'1a·i:ional Energy Administration) of 

the environmental impacts of the project since its completion, believ.ed to 

be the first such study yet made in developing countries, Which po:i,nts up 

the need for a much broader and more systematic approaGh in the,planning of 

d I . 13/ ~ fb) . . 1 . ( d b am reservo~rs ,- ano , an ongo~ng systemat·~c eva uat~on. sponsore y 

the ~ord Foundation) of all of the natural resources in the Nam Pong basin 
14/ 

and their likely future,status under concitions of continuing development.--

3. Enviror-.mental quality standards . 

Another- •:q~z ap!)roach to guidL1g developing is in establishing 

appropriate mipimum standards of env5_ronmental quality, •.vhich ,,Till be useful . ' ; 

in assisting ·the ':.hai Government in for;mulating basic policies for achieving 

both economic develol?rnent and environmental protection. This work, being 
.·. . ' .... 

. ·carried out.by; m~J]s.-:Dtvision of Envirqnmental Quality Standards, will ·s~rive 

to fix minimum st~t:tdB;rds which ar_e realistic both in economic costs ·an:ir ·i-n 

maintaining a minimum decent quality of life. 
· ... ,·. 

/The 

. 1::2/ :.::'-Ibid., and J .A. McNeely, Draft Report on Hildlife and National 
--- Parks in the, Lower:.Hekogg Basin (Mekong ;:lecretariat, 7 November 1975). 

. , 13/-' · Na-tio:nal Energy Administration/J1ekong Committee,_ Study of 
·.:.:Efivirorn:iient'a.F.:!mpa'ct of Nam Pong Project, January 1978. · 

14/ Mekong Committee,, Ne.m Pong Environmental Research Project 
(NKG/R. 158) (Bangkok, Nay 1977). 
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The establishment of water quality standards for all waterways 

in the country, for example, will furnish the basis for ratiqnal planning 

of further development including industrial development, both for the 

location of new industries and for required levels of waste treatment. 

The water quality standa'rds will be tailored for each significant watenray 

in the country, such as a particular river reach or estuarine or marine zone, 

so that full utilization can be made of the waste absorbing capabilities 

of the receiving waters without impairment of essential water quality. 

Similarly, appropriate water quality standards will be established for each 

of Thailand's beach resort areas having,_ potentials for international tourism, 

to ensure that the beach environment meets the minimum quality levels 

needed for sustained international tourism. Also, establishment of appro

priate air quality standards for urbanizing zones like Bangkok can do much 

to guide government thinking on how to manage the ever-increasing. traffic 
_ ... 

congestion problem. 

4. Additional environmental protection measures 

(a) P.egional research centres. i~Ei3 recogni~es essentially four 

distinct regions in Thailand: the central basin, the north~east, the north, 

and the sou~h, each representing a distinct environmental complex. To 

develop efficient environmental protection measures will require. implementa

tion of regional research and development centres, one for each of the 

three regions outside the qangkok/central basin region. It is NEB's 

long-ra~ge plan to en'Courage the establishment of environmental research 

institutes at the key universities in the three regions - Prince of 

Songkhla in the south, Khon Kaen in thenorth~east, and Chiengmai in the 

north, in order to mobilize local resources and interests to work on local 

problems to the extent possible. Also, it is hoped to develop these 

research centres to work in close collaboration with governmental laboratories 

thr~ughout the country e.g. the Marine Research Laboratory of the Department 

of Fisheries at Phuket. 

In addition to the regional institutes, t~B is building its own 

central laboratory facility at Bangkok, 1:·1hich is expect-ed to work closely 

with the Bangkok complex of universities and other research agencies such 

as ASRCT. The ~,Jatar quality section of this laboratory, for example, will 

take the lead nationally in identifying the most applicable parameters and 

procedures for sampling, storage, and analysis, for establishing a national 

compute~ized system for data storage anrl retrieval, for developing 

/applications 
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applicatioo.s of mathematicat ;mbdelling. of aquatic ecology, ·and for 

certifYing commercial ahd public laboratories for meeting minimum quality· 

assurance :levels.: ,1' ·.l'):. I • 

.. ,·· .': 

(b) Public education. Still another essential aspect o_~ the NEB 

action programme is a vigorous public ~ducation/relations effort designed 

to increase public' awareness of the importance of environment~! protection. 

This is ~specially importa_nt in a developing country like 'nlail.and because 

the kind of widespread public support for env~ronmental protection such 
. '. 

as found in devel9ped countries h.ardly exists; instead most of the leader-
/ 

ship has thus far been "from the top down". 'nle~e is, however, some s.olid 

publ~c support, and. the aim of the programme is to build on this using a 

variety of appr?aches, and especially through.the incorporation of 

instruction on environmentalism in state schools. !hJs the Ministry of 

Education has arranged, beginning•in the 1978 school year, for ~he incorpo

ration of courses on environment as an integral part df the primary:~nd 

secondary public ,s;ehdol curricula. · 
• :'1, 

~n addition to the approach to the general'public, the programme· 

also recogni~es ·tl:;,e need for continuing to influence government: and 

professional leaders, and certain aspects of the·programme are intended 
. I 

for this specific. purpose. For example, ·a·:B has been instrumental in 

sponsoring an array of national seminars arid ~·Yorkshops, and· in sponsoring'-'·· 

participation in similar international meetings, aimed at enhancing the . 

environmental SE;nsitivities and capabilities o'f ·key staff tn'i'oughout the· 
·. ···,· Government. 

Other features o~ the NEB programme include a Journal of.the NEB, 

to be issued semi-annually (the first issue was p~blished in October 1978) 
·. ' 

and an NEB Newsletter to be .issued every .4 to 5 months. The newsletter 
;- . 

would be of the· cype us~d by many organizations ~n· the indus-trialized 
. . . 

countries, which give a· good coverage of ongoing professi.onal and ... 

technical activities, while the Journal would.feature special activities 

worthy o£ being 'Highlighted ... 

/5. 
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5. Status of over-all programme 

While NEB would appear to be facing a huge complex of problems 

in order to a~hieve the desired minimum levels of environmental protection 

in Thailand, and to accomplish thi's within a relatively short-time frame, 

on a limited bud.get, and with limited initial experience, analysis of 

the situation indicates that a meaningful job can be done. The emphasis 

must be on (i) training, to gain necessary expertise in the many areas of 

speciality involved,' not only in NEB but throughout the Thai government 

and in the private sector, (ii) taking maximum advantage of information 

devetoped in other countries, such as the Enviro~ental Protection Agency 

of the United States of America and the international assistance agencies, and 

(iii) foc:;.using the available limited resources on the most pressing probleritr.· ··:r 

areas. both for the short- and long-term. NEB, after three and a half yea'r's'·of 

growing through organizational pains, appears headed ·in the appropriatE7 directton. 

B. CURRENT ISSUES AND PROSPECTS 

Having d~scribed current practices and approaches related to 

environmental issue's, the following section deals with current issues 

and prospects of environmental planning in Thailand. At this point, it 

is necessary to emphas'ize that environmental protection is no easy task 

for a country at Thailand's stage of development. First,' the technology 

of environmental protection is very complex, embracing as it does an 

integration of virtually the entire a~ray of academic disciplines including 

all of the physical and social sciences and engine~ring. 'second, envi

ronmental protection, unlike most government programmes' is pa'rt and 

parcel of virtually all government operations. This requires a very 

sophisticated level of co-ordinative efforts which is extremely difficult 

to provide in the context of a developing country. Finally, environmental 

protection is a new field ofrtechnology and of gov~rnment, having been 

developed mainly over the past decade. 

Because all these difficulties associated with environmental 

protection are likely to remain for a long 'time to come, it appears reason-
·. ,, .. ,, . 

able to discus's only 'issues which have immediate impact as well as some 

operational· signific~~ce. .·Th~se issues will be divided into conceptual 

and administra~ive issues. 

/1. 
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1. Conc~aty~l-issues ................ " .. 

The. most important fact "\>lhich rieeds to be .stated at thEl outset· is 

that the concepts and philosophy of. environmental prot~cti_on i:.¥ive been 

developed -and evolved. -primarily in the industrialized countries, "7h~re 

the standard of living has bElen advanced to levels where the public has.::: f 

the wherewi.t.hal to devote sizable political efforts to supporting -

government :action: on enviro~ental protection. In the developing countries,''· · 

including Thailand, the overriaing condern of the Government and p-eople . : ·, .:!~ 

is economic dev:elopment.and sharing ~f the economic gains througqout all. 

sectors of the pop~lation~ The public ~upport for e.nvironmentai · protectio.n, 

w~ile significant, is sdll relatively small cdmpated to developed nations. 

Keeping ·this point in mind,.,. it appears justifiable that the ftiture course 

of developm~~t project pianning in Thailand in the foteseeable.future will 

. need to include detailed stud_ies of. environmental impadt, not- only to assure 
proper attention to each project as it effects ertvironment btit aiso in order ., 

to maintain or increase the level of public awareness orl these iss~es~ 

l ' -
~ pribri, t_hose wh.o are already aware of the importance of environ-

mental problems and development objectives as descr_ibed in section. III,_ 

"tiTill want to emphasize th~ .complete integrati_on of envirdnmental and other ' 

develo~ent objectives. Although it has been widely accepted that plan 
. ' ... 

integration is necessary in a II?-Ultiple-objectiv.~s planning system, the 
c • 

question in Thail~nd .at ;I>resent is th~ level of inte&rati·on to be targeted 

and how to achieve it. It i.s very clear that complete integration is not 

possible at this. , .. ~tage due to a lack of knmdedge on various environmental 
' • "- • .,. I : ' ~ ' 

impacts. Furt;hermore, environmental impac·t studies are costly and time 
; ~ . ' . .· -.. . . 

. , 

consuming and .there is little technology ·~1hich can be applied for some types .. 

of act:\.vities. 

The most realistic approach for tackling- .enviro-nmenta-l problems .. 

appears to be in solving the numerous existing serious environmental problems. 

As previously described, Thailand is faced with a number of critical. r~sources 

prob~-~s which need urgent attention. The question of how best to fteal with 
I 

the current s·ituation is,_ of cour.se, a key_ issue. In order to contr-ibQt;e 
- : ,. • ~ I : 

to the soll)qon of ex~sting envirqnii~;ental ~z:oblems, a great-... ~~al of. co.-... :.· 

ordination and technological know-how is required. This is :precisely o~~: 

of the major challenge~ facing the NEB in the immediate future. 

/In 
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In addition to solving existing environmental problems, attention 

to the longer-range issues is also an important task. Screening of 

projects from the point of view of envirolli~ental protection is certainly 

a step in the right direction. In thic regard," it is inappropriate to 

separate the environment from other co3ts and benefits of a proposed 

proj-ect. A neH technique of project appraisal incorporatipg enviromnental 

factors expresseu in monetary terms is req~ired. Since the technology for .. 

doing this is·limited at present, efforts are required to develop ·a 

new system:!9f project appraisal which considers all significant benefits 

and costs relating to public. ·,~elfare, so that an optimal benefit/ cost 

relationship will be attained· ;in choosing from various project alternatives;·. 
I 

Also, much .. impro'\fement is~ needed in the preparation and application of 

standards of environmen~al quality. While the NEB work.on standards is 

_encouraging, this type of work·has not yet progressed·fast enough to 

permit the implementing agencies to use such· s·tandards for guiding project ·· 

design to assure necessary environmental protection. 

2. Admin'istrative issues 

The weakest spot ~n the present adminis.tr~tive system would seem 

to be re~ated to the monitoring of adverse, e.nyironmental effects and 

implementation of necessary environmental protectiqn .. measures.. Thus a 
I I·~ :;} ~' ' • 

key objective of NEB policy i~ in establishing approp_riate monitoring systems. 

These, however, will take some time to develop and such programmes need 

to be limit~d. initiaily ·to .. sel~cted high-priority areas. 

A more diff;j.cult, problem concerns. the. imp;I.ementation stage of 
~ • .! • • • 

environmental.p~ot~ction meas~res. Since there is nq_ formal system o~ 
·.J • ' .~' o l ' I 

contac~. b~~w~~_l?:-. the ~ITq a,nd. the .Budget ,)ureau, the NlD ia not in a positi?n 

to exert its influence in terms of budgetary allocation. A possible 

approach to solving thi~ problem is to jointly ?ppraise certain govermaent 

projects together ~-Jith the planning egency (J\1J1;0D3) which has alrea9y been 

given responsibility for advising the nudget Bureau on financial allocation 

for public development projects. Furthermore, there are many reasons 

supporting the.idea that public development projects ·sfiotild,be appraised 

only onee instead· of many times according to different criteria. Ir1 
. ' 

this respect~ ari agfeeni.~nt between NECD3 and NEB 'o~ methods for project 

evaluation a~d ~~pf~i~al is requir~d and is in process· .of deveiopment. · 
; ' ~ :.· 

,":" ..... _ 
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... -. 
C. TRAINING IN ENVIRONME~"TAL TECHNOLOGY 

·While .the goals expressed above are believed to be realistic and. 

attainable by i.~B over the period of the- next several years, this expectat~o~ 

is based on the assumption that HSi3 and the key implementing agencies of 

the Thai Government ·Nill have the necessary staff capabilities. \\lhile all 

of these agencies including NEB have ampl'e professional staff vJith good 

academic backgrounds, they have little experience in applying this knoTtJledge 

to real-life problems i.e. they lack the know-hovJ \'17hich can come only 

from on-the-job ~xperience. working with individuals. skilled tn the ~arious 

aspect~ of environmental protection technology (including institutio~l 

as well as engine~ring, scientific, economic, and socio-economic aspects). 

Hence the first essential feature of NEB's progranune for the_next 5 years 

is provision of a sizable group.of technical expert advisers in the various 

disciplir:tes o£ environmental technology, who .will work hand-in;;.hand w~th., their 

counterparts-to-be, both in NEB and in the implementing agencies, with 

emphasis on actual case studies. The second aspect is for on-the-job training 

of a sizable group of Thai Government personnel (again, from both NEB and 

~he implementing agencies) through assignments with agencies in the developed 

countries which have ongoing environmental protection progranunes. Again 

the emphasis will be on case studies. 

The "package assistance" programme described _above was initiated 

early in 197~ when the first group of e1tpert advisers arrived, to work 
• < 

on such subjects as environmental impact assessment, industrial waste 

pollution control, air pollution control, tin mibing silt dischagee 

pollution control, development of·measures for protection of aqu~tic 

biology including fisheries, and on comprehensive basin .. uide:. water··quolity/ 

pollution control planning. At the same time the first group of trainees 

't11ill begin their assignments .:.broe.c, tic7Q in environmental impact 

assessment· and one in ,;,rater quality laboratory technology including quality 
... 

assurance.· 
I •, .,, '• • • •' 

The·~~~r-~ii fiye-year programme includes a total of approximately 

202 man-months of expert adviser time, on-the-job training for 45 
- . 

individuals (half with NEB and half with the implementing agencies), plus 

specializ~d academic training for nome lC individuals (11 at the doctorate 

level). · · ~ 
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This programme is believed to be the first such mass approach to 

solving the problem of inexperience ·in the emet:ging environmental protection 

agencies in' the developing countries. It. should promise ~o be a demonstra

tion of' great interest to all the developing countries. 

D. DISSEMINATION Of: INFORNATION 

The rlli0 recognizes of course the continuing need for·a vigorous 

programme for mass dissemination of information on problems of env'ironme'fl'tal 

protection, including as the targets not only the public in general but· 

also the Thai Government and in particular the agencies with direct 

responsibilities for project! implementation. 

As noted earlier, an entire division of NEB is devoted to this 

objectiveo The over-all pro,granune includes presentation of programmes 

us:J,p.g all of the mass media, working "t-7ith schools to incorporate environ-
' mental subject matter into ~he regular teaching programme, and the 
I 

use of a variety of profess~onal type publications. One such approach 
. I ~ 

is the NEB's Jo,u~nal of Env~ronment, the first issue of which was published 

in September 1978. 

An important aspect of the public information programme i-s to 

develop social and civic coqsciousness on the essence of critical 

env~ronmental problems, and on how the new environmental legislation and 

control programmes to be initiated under NEB leadership can expect to 

get on top of these pro~lems provided adequate public support is forth

coming. An example is in the continuing use of firewood as the primary 

source of fuel in rural areas. The worsening world-wide energy probiem 

will likely mean that dependence on the use of firewood will be as 

important in the future.as in the past, but meeting the ~rowing volume of. 

demand will require ref~~~~tation programmes on a syste~~-ic .. scale "7herei'n· 

the wood is made available without unnecessary losses of forest habitat 

and wildlife. 

E. REGIONAL CO-OPERATION 

Still another facet of tlliB's over-all programme is participation 
.. 

in the b~oad picture on environmental protection now emerging throughout 

most of south-east Asia wherein new environmental protection agencies have 

become established in most countries within the past fe\-7 years: in Thailand 

in 1975, in the Philippines (the National Environmental Protection Council) 
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in 1977, and in Indo.n.e.sia (the Ministry of Development Supervision and 
\ 

Environment) in 1978. All of these agencies are struggling 'li7ith much 

the same problems and in much the same se-ttings, hence the potential for 

them to work together on common problems appears very promising. 

Examples of problem areas of common interest to many of the 

south•east As ian countries are in Guch subjects as ( i) developing appropriate 
' - . 

standards of enviroP~ental quality, (ii) developing practicable Iaeasures 

for ensurang some minimum level of protection of forest habitat and 

wildlife, (iii) co~ordination of water quality monitori~g programm~~ 

(including ~~boratory and field operations), siniil~r to ·the "Chief 

Hydrologi~ts Programme" ~perated by the j:V1ekong Committe'e over the past 
. -

decade for the Lm-1er Nekong Basin countries, (iv) establi~hment of a· common 

water quality data computerincd storage and retr~eval system, (v) establishing 

a pool of information on ~onsulting expertise on- env'irornnental specialities 

available in the region, (vi) development of technology for control of 

environmental damages from "strip mining and for vegetative· resurfacing 

of mined areas, and (vii) devel~pment o~ ~pp~opriate treatment techn~logies 

for certain industrial-wastes such as those from the.sugkr cane and palm . ,: . 

oil industries. 

In addition to working with ESCA~, the best· potential for achi~ving 

effective co-operation on a regional basis would appear to be through .M~EAN. 

It is hoped that significant progress in this direction can be made in 1979• 

For examRle, ~ prom~sing start could be made on water quality monitoring 
' 

technology Htem.oO (iii)and (iv) sbove),to take advantage of the experience 

already gained in Indonesia (in its 't7ater quality programme at the Bandung · 

Institute of Hydraulic Engineering) and-. in the Philippines (in the Laguna 

de Bay comprehensive water quality planning project). Thus this experience 

could be put to use to enable countries such as Thailan~, ,.yhere similar 

operations are in an earlier stage of development, to achieve the most 

efficient progress. Another example is in the field of wildlife protection 

(itcm(ii)_,where the experience of the Thai1Goverrnnent working with the 

Mekong yot;mni.ttee ii;l.- north~.s.t Thailand, in utilizing 'concepts of parks 
., r 

and reserves s.uited to sau..t'h-ee:ot Asian _socio-econami.c constraints, .should 

have wi~~·lpplication in the. region. 
... 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 

A. T01,_TARDS A NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT PLAN 
•• ''I 

At .its present stage of .economic development, Thailand is well aware 

of its environmental problems. It is, however, a ~ery difficult task 

to translate environme9-tal concepts which originated in Western industrialized 

countries into a meaningful set of actions to fit in with the TI1ai 

situation. Nevertheiess, the establiohment of the f\1E::J in 1975 represents 

a significant first big step forward. ~hile it is generally recognized that 

environmental constreints must play a key role in achieving national develop

ment objectives, there are many problems, both conceptual and administrative, 

which have prevented the country from implementing as yet any meaningful 

comprehensive environmental programmes. 
;·r 

·r.· ·nr·,·· ·.·The accomplishnients thus far represent ·a piecemeal approach, but 

are most valuable in indicating the most effective routes for NE3 action 
• 

over the next s~veral years for the progressive development of a meaningful 

national environmental plan. With the new National Environmental Quality 

Act of 1978, NE3 can move ahead on the salient elements of such planning 

including (i.) identification of the critical environmental issues in the 

country, including delineation and quantification of all precious natural 

resources endangered by development, (ii) formulation of realistic and 

attainable environmental quality standards for the purpose of guiding 

continuing development planning, (iii) taking the lead in sponsoring 

preparation of comprehensive development plans for environmentally sensitive 

areas, such as the Songkhla Lat:e basin, Khao Yai National Park, and the 

emerging Inner Gul£/3angkok megalopolir: zone, (iv) sponsoring the preparation 

of national plans for protection of critical environmental resources including 

wildlife, forest habitat, beaches and other recreational assets, and 

fishery reproduction zones, and (v) using.the environmental assessment 

mechanics to check the environmental propriety of new oevelopment projects. 

B. THE FIFTH PUAN 

A real measure of NEB's over-all progress will be in the extent 

to which critical environmental issues are recognized in the Fifth Plan. 
\ 
Hopefully the \<'ifth Plan tl1ill incorporate, as an integral feature, Thailand's 

first national environment plan, meaning that all significant environmental 

parameters will be reflected in the formulation of all aspects of the 
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Fifth Plan. This will require. that allocations of funds do~ore than 

provipe for expansion ·of dev~lopment activities. . The allocat.ions must 

include sufficient. extra fund,s both to eltpand the conventional approach to 

planning of these activities .to achieve socio-economic .£..~~: c:.wi:;so:J.mcnt~l 

planning, and to allo"t-7 for the t::..-.:2ble extra costs of modifying development 

activities to accommodate the essential environmental protection features. 

Hhile these concepts are ne'o1 in Tl:ailand, it m3y be pointed out that 

they are still :::omev1hat ne1';7 even in the developed countries \-There they 

were {nvented and deemed essential for achieving the goal of both using 

and protecting the environment~ Hence it must be expected that implementing 

these concepts will be difficult and painful nere, as everywhere, but we· 

agree it .h essential to the future of our aountry. With three on9 ·e. half jeare of 

experience, 'NEB is no"t-7 in a position, we believe, to begin exercising its 

intended role in helping to shape the planning for the entire future 

development of the country. 

: .... , 

·.; 

. i. ; :··· {. 
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Annex I 

EtTVIRONl1ENTAL .LA\\1 IN YrlAIJ..AHD APPLICABLE 
TO SPECIFIC TYPES OF ENViRcht:ni'NTAL RESOURCES (TO 1978)1/ 

1. Pollution control 

Authority: for pollution control is currentlY,. foui_ld_ in two Acts: 

the Public Health Act; '194-l (iLE. ·2L:-0L:.), and the Factories Act, 1969 
2/ ' . 

(I3 .E. 2512) .- The Public Health Act empm.vers local authorities to r-eguiate 

activities" which have a ·potential impact on public health and Helfare. In 

addition to provisions. addres_se~ at particular activities and enterpri'ses· 
. . '' -·. 

(garbage and refuse dispos~_l, ._,tl)e selling of f_ood, the maintenance of 
public of lovatorie:; -et.c.), the Act·. also authorizes local authorit-ies· €~ 

reduce '1oois'a·nces 11 (Sectii:>~s .. l9-30). The definitions of 11nuisance11 in :.:. 
·, '" •• ' :·· ': ' • ; '· ~-,. • ., "'I ,. 

Section'i9 ar({keyed ~6;"dange·r.to health or safety"~ Nevertheless, it 

seems cleat· that these' p;dv'i;ic;ns furnish ample a~thoi-ity·l~oi:.' local· gbver·~ents. 
to establish, in co-operation with the ¥-inistry of Health, enforceable · -r.i -:;:~~·· > 

,f·,, ; i :· 

standards and obli~ations with respect to air, water, and noise pollution. 
' " 

The Ministry of Health has issued recommendations as ·to. standards, particulafiY_ 

for· wat_~,r"qga~~ty, and local governments fo take action in response to serio~s 

viol~~.JrC?.D;~. .But tbese efforts are confined to particularly egregious cases. 

only, aq~ .... nq ._,ongoing system of "residuais .management"" has been established 
. ,-:•----·- . . 

under the Public Health Act • 
. · 1::·:·1 

· . . .'.). _ .. 
Pursuant to the Factories .Act, the i:-Iinistry of Industry is empowered. 

~ I I • ' 

to consider ~he dis.charge of pollutants in the implementation of itis factory 

licensing _function. The Ninistry is authorized to order modifications·in 

facto:ry facilities and to suspend or :revol:e lice~ces in the event. of 
. ,, 

11nuisances'.1.,or impro.per drainage (F'acto:des Act, 1969 (B.E. 2512), Sec.tion 
"·: 

36(4), as ame~~ed by li'actories Act (Uo. 2), 1975 (B~E. 2518), Section}) .•. 

The :1inistry of Indus.try, if?sued · 'tvater" qual~ty. standards pursuant to this. .. 

legislation in 1970, but" th~FY h~ve not_, ]J,e. an enforced systematically. Again, 
. . . ~-·-. ~.· . ~ 

there is not any routine administrati,.ve mechanism for the .'cnfor.Gement ~~-

pol11,1~-ion: control requirements. 

. ·.· /2 ..... 

l/ See also J .N. Shane 1!Enviro!llilental lai:-1 in Thailan~JI',- UNEP/ESCAP 
Task. Force on Hu.."lian Environment ·(Bangkok, ESCAP,. ~977) (mimeo.). . . . " 

?:_/ The ?c~~l Code enacted in 1908 (B.E.' 2451) and amended in 1956<• 
(B.E ... 249~), li~ts a nuinber'of'"enviromnenta·l'-! offenses, particularly related 
to wa·ter 'po'ilut'ton ··{section 237 -and 375) a~~ noi~e pollt,~tion. (Section J70). 
Other offenees are set forth in the Act for the Cieanliriess·and Orderliness 
of the Countri; 1960 (B.E. 2503). These provisions have been enforced only 
sporadically,. and in any event do not constitute a basis for ·the -ongoing 
regulatory system that will be essential to a truly effective environmental 
management regime• No recommendations are made regarding these provisions. 

•!. 
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2. Lanrl use control 

A legislative topic of increasing importance within the developing 

countries of south~east~sia is land use planning and regulation. This is 

particula~ly true.in Thailand, where haphazard siting of residential 

developments, ne"1 industrial complexes, and public works facilities has 

produced s~rious conflicts and has interfered 't-7ith the maximum utilization 

of available te~ourc~e~ 

It was in response to. these pr~blems that Thailand enacted its City 

Planning Act, 1975 OLE. 2518). The_ Act establishe~ an int"eragency City · 

Planning Committee, calls -for the designatio_n by Royal Decree of S'reas fbr .. 

_ which comprehensive plans must be_ formu_lated., prescribes comprehensive 
/' ... . . ' . , 
· '·'·plans ·to be formulated, prescrib~s a comprehensive planning procedure 
'. i •• , ~ .. ..,. . ' . . ' 

· · ( includii.'ig:•public hearings an9 review), and establishes · e'nforcemelit pr.ocedures 
' 'i I 

···:h, "\:; .. 

-· .. ··:·:~~ple~~~t-ati.~~''of·"tl:'l'e' 'City. Pl·~n:ning Actj.s still und,~r way. Pt:it>'.ltc 
• ' I f' 1 , ~~ ' , "' • 

hearings on proposed comprehensive plans have be~_p held 'i~ ·s'~'ngkhla, · Phuk~t, 
HS'i:'.Yai, ·samu·t.·Frrekarn, No.n~haburi, Lampun, La~pang, Chia.'i:'and : ,•,, 

Ph:i:tsanuioke. ·i~Jot't-Jiths.t?~ding early appreh~~s i~n on the part o'f' government 

officiaissthat ·citizens would not be sufficiently interested in comprehensive 

planning-to participate.~n these hearings, attendance has been- surprisingly 

i1igh~ '·The /;.ct is. being ~mplemented, and the'· he~r·i~gs' 'are being·> cond~t-e.P., 

by the Department of the City Planning ~,Tithin the i.finist'ry· of Interior .• ; 

The legislation promises to contribute aignificantly to the soundness of 

·future land use d~cistons at all levels of government. 
'!. 

A subsidiary topic is the aestheti~-regulation of construction. This 

i~? a subject that will be dealt with under_ t;"~g:ul~tions to b.e issu~d::·p1.u;suant 

to Section 45 of the City Planning Act. At the present time, however~ the 

Control of Construction of Buildings Act, 1936 (B.E. 2479), might also 

be used ~o regulate the a-rchitectural quality of ne'ti construction. The Act: 

:·~prohibits the construction of any building without a permit in ~iting from 

the local auth9rity (Section 6). In applying for such a permit, the builder 
(.'.. .t ',•l; ~idol 

''must submit a,.;piaii.-,gp.dl· design of the buildings· to be co~structed together 
-'-~: ·:· :-:) ~- ~ t, ': -· ) - • , r,... , ' .. . : 

witl;t;-specification.'s to the local authority'·1 (Section 8) .• ·J Finally, the· local 
. '.: ·:.t ::::.:. :5 . . . . (' r 

authority has the~'t>.O't-Te:r,, -to issue an order in "t-7riting "req.~irJ.r&-.Jfrrf;.~pplicant 

t.o mod.ify the pla~:·· design·:or specifications submi~g~d t·o· -him, ·pravd:ded 

that such modifications· will be in compliance with th~ -~lini~terial,~R~guiation 
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or· Hunicipal Ordinance and for any of the following purposes: •••. (4) for 

architectural purposes 11 (Section 10). The local authority has the ppwer 

to order the removal or alternation of any building or part of a building 

constructed contrary to the terms of the written permit (~ection 11 bis). 

At present, however, no ministerial regulations have been issued for the 
. 'f! 

purpose of establishing a procedure for reviewing the aesthetic quality 

of architectural plans. 

The Act for the Cleanliness and Orderliness of the Country, 1960 
' 

(B.E. 2503) 1. authorizes local author:i.d.e.s to order mo~Jfi~ations in, or 

destruction of; buildings that are "in an objectionably and irreparably .. , . '·• 

dilapidated condition" (Section 12). The Act does not, how:ever, set forth. 

any procedure for reviewing the architectural quality of proposed n~1 

buildings. 

In addition to legislative authority relating to land use dec-isions, 

the Thai Governm~nt has occasionally issued ad hoc rulings addressed 

specifically to t~e location of industrial facilities. The ~1inistry of Industry, 

for· example, announced in 1976 that ne't.J factories would not henceforth be 

permitted to ~ocate within l3angkok. The ban was later lifted. 

3. Forest conservation 

Possibly the most serious threat to Thailand's environmental integrity 

~s deforestation. r.~e problem is attributable to a number of causes: 

shifting cultivation by'' large numbers of landless people ~-1ho must ·Hear 

wooded slopes in order to gro'{f7 crops; commercial exploitation of. timber 

resources; ambitious government resettlement schemes. The result has been 
: (. 

extensive watershed destruction, soil loss, and unprecedented fl(ioding in 
' ~ . 

many parts of the country. Siltation is clogging irrigation schemes and 

reducing the effective life of hydroelectric projects and reservoirs. 

Thailand has enacted ample legislation f_or the proper_ management 

of its for.est resources. The Forest. Act, 19.!~1 (B .E. 2484), and the National 

Forest Reserves Act, 1964 (~.E. 2507), are .the. two princip~~ statues, aQd 

establish a sound framework within which forest conservation policy can 

be implemented. 

Other. legislation addresses the forest destruction probl~ 

indirectly. The Social Justice Land Reform Act, 1953 (B.E. 2496), and the 
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Land for· Livelihood Act, 1968 (:S.E. 2511), are examples of legislation which 

is designed to stabilize heretofore landless and/or nomadic groups and 

thereby to reduce forest destruction at the hands of those who simply have 

nowhere else to go. 

Th~x:e. ~s _ro~m for improvement in Thailand's forestry legislation. 

It 'tll'Ould be particularly enhanced by the addition of a ''mu.ltiple ·use, .·· 

sustained yield" approach - the establishment of a policy for comprehensive 

management of the country's forest tesources. But the existing legislation 

contains sufficient author'ity to mount a ·de facto multiple-use programme 
. . 

at the present time. Ihdeed,'any shortcomings in Thailand's current ·forest 

management programme appear to be·more a function of enforcement resources 

and inadequate interagency co-ordination than of any deficiency in the 

current statutory framework. In this respect, Thailand appears to share 

two problems which afflict many of the cou~tries in the x:egion: a shortage 

of enforcement manpower and poor co-operation among ~ge.ncies. 

The Thai Govern,ID_ent recently singled out def~re~tation as one of 
. ' ' 

its most urgent concerps. AccordiJ!gly, .it has estabi:t.shed an .. intensified 
. . 

programme of fore~t pr~tection re'storation. Hopefully. this increased 

att:ent:i.oh will begin to reverse the past patterns of de.struction. 

4. Wildlife conservation 

The rapidly d";7:i.ndling forests of Thailand once teemed vJith 'iJildlife. 

Today, however, the· ~v-ildlife popuiation has sharply diminished, and many .. 
41'" ,t' 

~peci.es ap-pear to be ·destined for e}~tinction. · · 

Thailand~!?. 't-Tildlife conservation programme is administered by the 

Royal Forestry De,Partment within the Hinistry of Agriculture and Co-operatives. 

'the p.rqgra~e is. conducted pursuant t~ the V.Jild Animals Reservation and 

Protection Act, 1960 (H.E. 2503), and Announcement No. 228 of the Revolutionary 

Party, .1972 .(,~.E. 2515). The legislation protects wildlife habitat., protects 
. . 
wildlife directly, and'regulates markets for wildlife sanctuaries. It 

establishes lists of protected species, and·prohibits the possession of; 

or trading in, the fl~sh a~d other by-products of protected aniniats·.;., · · 

Like deforestation, wildlife destruction is a problem uniqtiely' 

resistant to whoily iegal remedies. For e}~ample, when the lUld. Animals 

Reservation and. Protection Act was passed in 1960, it included penalties which, 
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for Thailand, were su~prisingly severe. The punis~ent for killing a protected 

animal, for example, was a fine of up to $US 500 and/or up to a year's 
-

imprisonment. In response to the continued diminution in Thailand's wild-

life population, however, the maximum penalties were doubled in 1972. 

Still the problem persists, and the Royal Forest Department's Wildlife 

Management Section has therefore proposed further amendments of the legislation. 

The current statute leaves room for improvement, to be sure; but 

the real need would appear to be for a more credible enforcement effort •. 

Unless financial and manpower resources are allocated to ~he problem at a 

more adequate level, truly effective wildlife management will remain an 

elusive goal. 

5 • iegulation of agri,cultural chemicals 
<1 I 

The need for increased agricultural productivity in order to feed 

Thailand's growing population_has encouraged a concomitant surge in the use 

of pesticides and fertilizers. The emission int.o the envirornnent of copious 
,· . 

quantities of chemical compounds, some of whicn are persistent and have 

already accumulated in dangerous concentrations, is now recognized as, one 

of the most serious threats to the well-being ·of the developing world. 

The importation, manufacture, sale, storage, and.price of fertilizers 

and pesticides are regulated to varyir,g degrees in Thailand. ~·lith respect 

to fertilizers, the regulatory objectiveo appear to be exclusively confined 

to the assurance of adequate supply, price stability, proper labelling 

and product quality. Pesticides are regulated in a similar fashion, although 

health and safety are additional legislative objectives (Poisonous 

Substances Act, 1967 (B.E. 2510). 

But existing statutes do not provide for the regulation of fertilizer 
,. 

or pesticide use, particularly as related to environmental impact. Similarly, 
' ~ ... 

the law does not no'\'1 ·call fo·r the systematic monitoring of the cumulative 
: '.. ·. 

environm~ntal effects of fertilizers and pesticides. Finally, there does 
. ~f ... 

not appear.to'oe any procedure for evaluating, prior to approval, the short-
• r 

and long-term itnpact of agridult~ra1 chemicals on the soil, on water quality, 

of flora and fauna etc; 

/6 • 
. , ·)"' 
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6. Marine pollution 

An environmental problem of increasing concern to Thailand and 
. ·~ ' 

other natiOQS insouth-eastAsia is m~rine pollution, particularly by oil. 

~ecause oil ·pollution often results from activities which take place beyond 

_the national jurisdication ot any country, a number of international 
' 

conventions have been established in order to deal with the problem in an 

·.l: ·effective way. The International Convention on Prevention cif Pollution of 

the Sea by Oil, 1954, establishes fundamental obligations and rules of 

conduct desigrted to minimize oil pollution on the high seas. The Interna

tional ·Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, 1969, 

establishes a "strict liability" regime for oil pollution damage. The .. 

International Convention Relating to Interventioh on the High Seas in Cases 

of Oil Pollution Casualties,. 1969, autho-rizes party nations to "intervene" 

on a high seas where an oil pollution emergency thr~~tens thetr shorelines 

without incurring the ri~k of a oamag~ s~it. Finally, the International 

Conv.ention on ·the Establishment· of an Interna.tional Fund for Compensation 
I 

for Oil Pollution Damage, 1971, will when it takes effect, ~reate a pool 

of money from ~1hich party nations- will be able to obtain compensation. -~or 

harm -~ttributable to oil spills. 

Thailand is ~ot yet a party to any of these conventions. As a 

result,. it is not yet in an effective position to recover damages or to 

take other actions ~ith respect to oil pollution casualties on the high 

seas except through long and uocertain admiralty proceedings. 

Thatiand is in the process, houever, if rectifying this serious 

deficiency .in its legislative framework fqr envirorunental. protectiot). An 

Oil Spill Contingency Plan has been drafteq a,nd is currently bei~ implemented. 

Legislation is being drafted which will, when enacted, constitute Thailand's 

ratification of a number of inter_national. conventions mentioned above. These 
'·:· '' 

actions should enhance .significantly· Th~iland' s ability to manage its 

marine environment • 

. ,_ Thail~nd, however,_:: w~l~ not be f:lble to solve all of its marine 

pollution problems alone. The Gulf of Th&ilaad was recognized at a recent · 
I·' . . . . 

International Workshop on Marine Pollution in East Asian Waters (Penang, 

April 1976) as being one of the seas within the region which warrant the 

I establishment 

I 
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establishment of some transnational arrangement for controlling pollution 

from alll sources. It is to be hoped that negotiati-ons tmvard the estab~ish

ment of such a, regime ~vill commence ir. the near future. 

7. Environmental impact assessment 

As indicated earlier, the Enhancement and Conservation of National 

Environmental Q"'ality.'Act, 197.5 (B.E. 2518), authorizes the National 
-\ 

Environment Board to compel the production of information about the environ

mental impact of any project, whether in the public or private secto:r. This 

provision contains the rudiments of a bona ~ environmental impact 

asses~ent procedure. The obstable to date, however, has been the Board·;• s 
I 

lack of authority to issue regulations. Withou~.the issuance of regula~ions, 

the flow of information to the Bo~rd cannot be toutinited, but must be 

pursued on an ad hoc, project-by-project basis. 

This difficulty notwithstanding, the NEB d~es frequently perform 

enviro~ental impact analyses at the request of agencies proposing projects 

likely to have an impact on environmental qual~;~Y, _ The~e opportunities 
' ''-· ,' ' 

have pro·~dded the Office of NEB with invaluable ·experience in enviro·nmental 

impact.:as·s··essment t~chniques, and it. vmul.d be vJell if the Government were 

able 'td take fuller advantage of this capability. However, until regulatiions 

are issued establishing a routine flow of environmental impact information, 

or unless another act _is passed dealing exclusively with the question of 

enviro.nmental impac.t assessment, there is little prospect that the frequency 

of environmental impact assessment will increase measurably in the near 

future. 

8. Environmental considerations in 
"non-environm_ental 12 l'egislation 

Eve.n ~ithout an umbrella environmen:tal impact assessment requirement, 

the environmental sensitivity· of government agencies would be enhanced by 

the inclusion of provisiotuf re.quiring the consideration of environmental 

fad.~ors ·-in~,the.:various i'~ws 'tv-hich govern the planning of infrastructure 

development projeft~. .Such provisions might be included in lav1S governing 

mineral rights, fisheries, factory licensing, residential construction, 

public works projects, new settlements, a·nd so forth. 
l, ; (I.)' 

. Unfortu~tely, routine consideration of environmental factors is 

not currently a part. of any project planning process within Thailand. For 

/example 
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example, the Hineral Let, 1967 .(B .E. 2.510). empowers the administering ag~ncy 

to at;t,a·ch conditions to leases and licences· permitting mining activities , 

to take place. gut the legislation does not set forth a clear statement · 

of national policy articulating the importance of maintaining environmental 

quality at the same time that the mineral resources are being exploited. 

Requireme~ts relating to the protection of streams, the security of waste 

dispqsal sites, and the restoration of sites upon t~e termination of mi·ning 

oper~tions should be included explicitly in the t'egislation and not merely 

left to ·administrative discretion. 

Similarly,. ·~ew irtdustrial facilities are subjec:t to licensing 

requirements u~der the' Fkctorie.ll ,Act, 1969 (B.E. 2512), and the Factories 

Act (NC?,• 2.~;'- 1_975 ('3.E.• 2518). But this legislation does not call 
··,:;· "I I 

specifica1ly for an evaluation bt the likely environmental impact of a 

new factory prior to its approvbii A c~mprehensive assesscient should be 

required in such ~ircumstances covering, in addition to predicted waste 

loadings, the: project's compatibility with adjacent lahd uses, its traffic 

generation potential, its impact on residential patterns, the probable 

·n·eed for new transport faciiities, anc so on. Licences should carry 

condit~ons requiring any steps or ~ractices deemed to be in the interest 

of environmentai quality •. 

At pre~ent the .Hinistry of Industry employs a,.single set of effluent 

standards for use for any and all industries regardless of the capabii'ities . - . ' 

of the receiving v7aters (to vJhich the 'i·7aste effluents are discharged) for 

absorbing 'IIJastes without damage to ·water quaLity. This of course results 

in sizeable -,;-:raste and ~ass to the national econOtllY. The treatment systems 

at some plants will be i•overdesignedu, a.;td those at others "underdesignedii 

and not capable of protecting the environment. Also, the standards do not 

deal with solid wastes which can also be major source of pollutants affecting 

waterways. 

Planning criteria aside, there is a variety of other non-environmental 

legislatio-n whi~h, properly used, might be. of environinental importance~ 
' . ' 

There are means qy which the Government might create non-penal econom.ic 

incentives to meet newly es~ablished environmental objectives. It is 
• 

possible, for example,' to waive.duty requirements in connexion with the 

importation of potlution control facilities. Whe depre·ciation· on capital 

investment in waste-water treatment equipment can be accelerated for tax 

/purposes. 
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,;. \t ~-:,1 
purposes in order to make such investments more attractive. Domestic 

production of p~llution cont~ol equip~ent can be encouraged through the 

investment promotion process. 

·:n:;,.. . It is dif'ficult to a~ticipate in the abst-ract the range of oppor

tunities that exist in legislation. other than. _t;h.at nonnally considered 

, .~~~.nvironmental 11 for t:he p:omotion of environmental goals, but the improtance 

of a.well-rounde~ approach to environmental legislation must be clearly 

:.ju!J.d.erstood. The: itnplication, of course, is that the legislative effort 
. .. . 

cannot be wholly confined to "environmental" agencies alone, but must 

include all qf_the. offices of government whose activities bear, or might t;>e 
.· ' . .. :·,·; 

to.'b~a~, on the _imp~ementa~ion- of environmental policy. ···brought 
. ,, ''· ' i" iJ: (• - . 

'''<':: · ').: An example 
' - ' 

of h~w the_: Nt'B. -~hould properly function in relation to 
r • ! . -" ._;,, 

the implement.ing agencies of the· :Government is the subject of enviro·_rnnental 
·'! ' , __ 

stand~rds wh~_~h relat;~ to t'Qe ove:r;-all_ quality of water, air, land, or 

other values in ··an area, zon~, or r_egion; and emission or point ;source 

standards. Thus for prot.ecting water quality, NEB should set environmental 

st~ndards (receiving Hater standards) for each significant water body 

in the country, based on pre~ent and projec_ted beneficial uses, then the 

appropriate agency e.g. the Hinistry of Industry for industrial liquid/ 

solid wastes, shall set appropriate emiss'ion standards (efflu~nt- st4tidards) 
. • .1.~,.; .• 

for liquid waste discharges and also c:;ontrol soli:d "tvaste d1sposa1:;•so that 

the environmental standards -v7ill be. met • 
. • I 

Similarly for protection of coral bedz, following development of;:· 

appropriate coral bed protection standards by NEB (developed in consultation 

with the Department of Fisheries), the Department of Fisheries, pursuant 

to the;,~pabling legislatio!\.applicable to it, should issue Ministerial 

Regulations for imple~enting specific programmes .or.;.controls designed to 
~ ' • • ',.' J 

achieve." the des ire~:):~~~; ... ~~ protect~on. 

9. Summarized tabulation of 
envfronmental policy legislation 

Table Al-l presents a brief summary of the ~xisting 'laws in Thailand 

relevant to envil;onmental protection as descr.ibed abov~~L.i ::: 

·~~:-/Table Al-l. 

~· .... ~~. 
;_, 
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No. 

1LE. ··2518· :. 
· .... , ... 

... ~.E •. 2484 

. ' ~ .~ . ' 
B .E. ·r251,2 -, ~ 
BJit. 2518 

~::l :~ i ~~~-

.~ ·:: ' . . ~~ 

B.E. 2451 
B.E. 2489 

B.E. 2503 

- so -

Table Al-l. Summary of legislation relavant to environmental 
protection in Thailand 

1 '•-: ··' 

'· 

Title of Act 

. Ne.tional -Environmental 

,. 

Public Hea~th Act (1941) 

Factories Act (1969) 
Factories Act (No. ~) (i975) 

Penal Code (1908) 
Penal ·Code Amended (1956) 

Act for Cleantiness and· 
Orderliness of the Country 
(1960) 

Environmental controls auth•Jrized 

Establishes NEJ3/0NEB, as .Thailand's 
first governmental agency specifically 
empo~1ered to p~rsue environmental 
protection on a national scale 
including provisions for environmental 
impact· a'ssessment 

Empowers local authorities to 
regulate activities affecting~public 

. health and welfa~.e including ,refuse 
handling, maintenance of public 
lavatories, nui~~nce control and 
sale of food 

1 Empowe~ m."nistry of Ind1,1s~,"f.;Y. to 
? control waste ·dfscharge frbm 
J industries including establishment of 

e-ffluent discharge standards 

~ Specify penalties for environments~ 
l 

offences including water pollution 
/ and noise poilution 

.. Hiscellaneous provisions on envi
ronmental offences, including 
authority for removal of dilapidated 
building~ ·' . 

B.E-~ 2518 ~! tr.
1
gity Planning Act (197?) Establishes interagency City Planning · 

Committee,· requires designation of 
areas to be planned, prescribes 
planning procedures, and establishes 
enforcement procedures and penalties 

:3 .E •. 2479• 

B.E. 2484 
B.E. 2507 

:,n r:-! 

B.E. 2496 

:S .E • 2511 
-

Control of Construction :,,, . Hay be used,_,, for regulating aesthetic/ 
of :3uildfhg~·'·-~c~ '· ( 1~?.:0· ·, . '-~: .~rch:Lte9t~ral Cluality of ne•-J 

· · .. ,.,, .,::· -oailding construc-tiO'n · ·: -<·_. 

Forest Act (1941) 
National Forest Resources 
_{\ct (1964) · 

Social Justice Land ·Refonn-,_· 
Act (1953). 
Land for Livelihood Act 
(1968) 

.} Provide for proper management of 
forest resources 

l For stabilizing landless/nomadic 

J~ populations and thereby reducing 
forest destruction 

/~able Al-l (continued) 
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B.E. 2503 

B.E. 2.515 

B.E. 2510 

"B.E. 2510 
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Table Al-l (continued) 

Title of 1\ct 

Hild Animals Reservations 
end Protection Act (1960) 
Announcement No. 228 of 
~evolutionary Party (1972) 

Poisonous Substances Act 
(1967) 

Minerals Act (1967) 

Environmental controls authorized 

Provide for protection of "t'17ildlife 
and wildlife habitat, for regulation 
of "tvildlife sanctuaries and 
prohibition of ·sale of protected 
sper;ies 

Regulation of importat:i6n, manufacture, 
sale, storage and price of agri
cultural chemicals, with some attention 
to health and safety with respect 
to pes't:icides 

Authorizes Government _to- attach 
conditions to leases and licences 
for mining including pbl-lution and 
environmental controls (but without · 
any clear statement of policy on 
these matters) 

/Annex II. 
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Annex II 

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT OF 1978 

IMPROVEMENT AND· CONSERVATION 
OF NATIONAL-ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (No. 2) 

B.E. 2521 -

BHUMIBOL ADULYADEJ, REX., 
Given on 26th pecember B.E. 2521; 

Being the 33rd Year of the Present Reign 

His Maje~ty King Bhumibol Adulyadej is graciously pleased to procla.i~ 

that: 

Whereas it is expedient to amend the law on improvement and conserva

tion of national environmental q~ality; 

Be· it, therefore, enacted by the King, by and with the advice ~nd 
··. 

consent of the Nat,i~nal Legislative Assembly as follows: 

Section 1. This Act is called the "Improvement and Conservation of 

National Environmental Quality Act (No. 2) B.E. 2521". 

Section 2.. This Act shall come into- force as frorn the day following 

the date of its publication in the Government Gazette. 

Section 3. The following shall be added to section 3 of the Improve

ment and Conservation of National Environmental Quality Act, B.E. 2518.: 

"Government agency" means Cent'ral Administration, Provincial Adminis

tration, or Local Administration under the law on State Administration; 

11State enterprise" means a State enterprise under the law on budgetary 

procedure; 

"Competei)t official" means an official appointed by the Prime Minister 

for the execution of this Act." 

Section 4. The provisions of section 5 of the Improvement and Conser

vation of Natiqnal Environmental Quality Act, B.E. 2518 shall be repealed 

and replaced by the following: 

/"Section s. 
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·"Section 5. The Neitional Environment Board has the power and duties 

as follows: 

(1) to submit policy and opinion concerning the improvement and 

conservation of ~nvironmental quality to the Council of Ministers; 
I 

(2) to·· consider the implementation of policy in respect of the 

schemes or projects concerning the environmental qu'ality; 

(3) to consider and submit opinion on projects of Government 

agencies, State enterprises and private organizations, which may have-a'dverse 

effect on the environmental quality, to the Council of Ministers or Government 

agencies concerned; 

(4) to submit plans for the development, improvement and conservation 

of environmental quality to the Council of Ministers; 
. .J.: :.I 

(5) to give advice to the Prime Minister on matters to be prescribed 

in the Notification issued under section 17 or the Order issued under section 20 

of this Act; 

(6) to recommend the standards of environmental quality to Government 

agencies having the statutory pm..rer to prescribe them as well as to recommend 

measures for the prevention and conservation o·f· environmental quality :J.n 

various respects to the Government agencies concerned; 

(7) to recommend any amendment of or improvement to the law concerning 

the prevention and conservation of environmental quality to the Council of 

Hinisters; 

(8) to co-ordinate \o70rks between Government agencies, State enterprises 

and_. private org~nizations on matters concerning the environmental quality;· 

(9) to submit opinion to the Prime Minister for consideration and 

order in the case where any Government agency or State enterprise violates 
< • 

or does not comply with, .. ,the la"t>ls, rules or regulations concer·ning the 
. ~ ... . . ' .. 

conservation of environmental quality, which may c~use exte~Itve' damage.; 
·' ,• ,; r 

(10) to submit report on the national situation of environmental 
i;j: , I ~j ' , 

quality to the Council of Ministers at least once a y~ar; · 
i' '· . . 

(:1~) to consider any other matter concerning tJ;te environmental quality 

as the Council of Ministers or the Prime Minister may request;. 

/(12) 
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(12) to perform other functions as may be designated by law to 

be those of the National Envi.ronment Board. 

In the 'p~rformance of'above-Rentioned duties,. the National Environ

ment Board may entrust the Office of the National Enviro~ment Board with 

the operati·on or submission of recommendations to the National Environment 

Board for further proceedings • 11 I 
Section 5. The provisions of (4) of section 12 of the Improvement 

and-Conservation of National Environmental Quality Act, B.E. 2518 shall be 

repealed and replaced by the following: 

11 (4) to check and evaluate the result on the compliance with or 

enforcement of· the laws, rules and regulations concerning the prevention 

and conservation of environmental quality by Government agencies, State 

enterpri~EFS and private organizations in order to report to the National.''.· 

Enviro~ent Boar·d." 

Section 6. The provisions of section 17 of the Improvement and 

Conservation of National Environmental Quality Act, B.E. 2518 shall be 

repealed and repl~ced by the following: 

"Section 17. The Prime Minister shall, with the advice of the 

National Environment Board, have the power to issue Notifications in the 

Government Gazette, prescribing the following : 
'r" 1 

... 

(l) categories and magnitude of projects or activities of Government 

agencies, State enterprises or private organizations, which are required to 

submit report concerning the study and measures for the prevention of and 

rem~dy for the adverse effect on the environmental quality during th~ prepara- i 

tion stage to the National Environment Board for considere.tion and approval. 

before further proceedings; 

,(2) standards of environmental quality which, by law, are not within 

the ~cope of power and duty of any Government agencr; 

(3) methods to be used for checking environmental quality." 

Section 7. ·The following provisions shall be added as section 18, 

section 19, section. 20, section 21, section 22, section 23, section 24, ·I 

section 25, section 26, section 27 and section 28. of the Improvement and 

Conservation of the National Environmental Quality Act, B.E. 2518:· 

/"Section 18. 

i 
I 

i 
-~ 
:1 

l 
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• 

"Section 18. In the case where there is a Notification under 

section 170·), the official invested by law with the power and duty to 

consider ·ancf 'grant a permit or renewal of a p·ermit to any person in· order 

to enable hf~ to carry out any project or activity shall ~ubmit -~ report 

concerning. 'the- study and rheasures for the prevention of and remedy' ·for 

the adverse effect on' the environmen'tal qualit~ during the preparation stage 

of such applicant to the Office -of the N~tional Environment Board for consi

deration and approval before further proceedingse 

After the said official has submitted a report concerning the study 

and measures for the prevention of and remedy for'the adverse effect on the 

environmental quality durins the preparation stage under paragr~ph one~ . 
I ,. '• 

the Office of the Natidrlal Enviro~ent Board -shall consider the report 

within ninety days from the date of recei'-Virig such report•" lf the Office··· , .... 

of the National Envi~onment~Board does not finish its con~ideration with~n 
the said period, it shall be· deetned that the Office of the·'Nah-Onal Environ

ment Board· has granted its approva1 to it in accordance .with tlie ·first

paragraph. 

In the. case where the Off-tee of the National Environment Board gives · 

its approv'al under paragraph one, -the· said official shall grant the permit 
' or renewal of permi~ 'to the applicant. 

I 
In the c~ac whe:-e the Office of the National ·Environment Board 

?oes' not give its approval-under paragr~ph one, the said official shall 

delay the grant ''0:£:.'·-:permit 'or the renewal of permit to the applitant until 

such person has submitted measures for the prevention of and remedy for 

the adverse effect on the environmental quality to which the Office of 
I 

the National Environment Board can give its approval. 

After such person has submitted measures for the prevention of 

and remedy for the adverse effect on the environmental quality under 

paragraph four, the· Office of the National Environment BOard shall" consider -

the said measures within thirty days •from the date of the submission; if 

the Office of the National-Environment Board does not finish its considers-· 

tion within the said period, 'it. sh~ll be deemed that the Offirce p£· the·,.-.. sc: 

National Environment Board has granted its approval thereto und~ paragrap~~ 

four and the said official shall grant a permit or a renewal o~ .. _permit to 

the appl,i~.~n-t. 

/Section 19. 
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Section 19. For· the purpose of carrying out the activities under 

section 18, the National Enviro~ent Board 8~Y request any Government 

agency, or Government educational institution, as it thinks. fit~ to make 

a report ct;>ncerning the study and measures for the prevention of and 

remedy for the adverse effect on the environmental quality. 

The-National Environment Board oay authorize an expert in the 
;, .. 

st~dy. 'a£ the· adverse effect on the environmental quality to make a report 
' • ' •• • ._:·· • ' 'j: 

of study and measures for prevention of and remedy £or the adverse effect 

on tpe' environmental quality. 

·>,f:J The· application for 'and the grant of a permit, the qualf.fications 

of the expert~ the order suspending or revoking the permit, and the 
j 

control of the activities of a licences shall be in accordance l-dth the 

rules, conditions, and methods pre~cribed in a Ministerial Regul~tion .. 

and the.fees for the applic~tion f~r and the grant of a perm~t shall 

be in ac~ordance.with those prescribed in the Ministerial Regulation. 

Section 20. If there is an emergency arising froo environmental .. 

pollution, which, i~. left unremedied, will be dangerous to life, 9r l-7ill 

cause.personal injury or damage to the properties of the peop~e or the 

,state, the Prime Minister shall have the power to issue an order prohibit~ng 

the person from causing such danger or dama·ge or the person who may be 

in danger or suffer any daQage from acting in any way which will intensify 
' the severity of such environmental pollution, or;rssue an order that 

certain acts be carried out in order to stop or .tsduce the severity of 

the environoental pollution during the emergency.· 

The Prime· Ninister may delegate the power to issue the order 

under paragraph one to the Changwat Governor to exercise such power within 

the Changwat area on behalf of the Prime Hinister by issuing the order 

to that effect and publishing it tn the Government Gazette. 

After the Prime :Hinister has issued the order under paragraph one 

or the Cha~gwat Gove-~nor acting on his behalf has issued the order under 
•• ' t, 

paragraph two, the sa.id order shall be published in the Government Gazette 

without delay. , 
• I. 

Section 21. In the case whe.re the_.:J;e is a reasonable ground for 

suspecting that there is violation of or non-coopliance with any l.aw, rule 

/or 
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or regulation concerning the control of environmental quality, the order 

of the Prime Mini~ter or of the Cha~vat Governor acting on behalf of the 

Prime Hi1,1iste1r. under section 20, the· competent official shall. have the 

-power to enter any premises or vehicle during sunrise and sunset o~ 

du'ring office hours in order to inspect the said violation or non-compliance·. 

In the performance of duty by the competent official under 

paragraph ,one, th_e mmer or occupier of premises or vehicle or,- any 

person concerned shall provide him 1i'7ith reasonable facility. • r :. 

Section 22. The performance of duty under section 21 shan· be· 

done in the pres~nce of th~ occupier of the premises or vehicle; if 

such person cannot be fouhd, it shall be. done in the presence of at 

least two other persons requested by the competent official to attend 

as witnesses. 
•. 

Section 23. In performing his duty, the competent official 

must produce his identity card at 'the request of the person concerned. 

An identity card of competent official shall be in such form 

as prescribed in a Ministerial 'Regulation. 

Section 24. In perfonming his duty, the competent official . 

shall be official under the Penal Code. 
I 

Section 25. Whoever violates or fails to comply with a 

Notification of the Prime Minister issued under section 17(2) shall be 

liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding one month or to a fine 

not exceeding one thousand baht or to both. 

Section 26. Whoever violates or fails to comply with an order 

issued under section 20 shall be liable to ioprisonment for a term not 

exceeqing six months or to a fine not exceeding ten thousand baht or to both. 

In the case where the person who violates or fails to comply with 

the said order is the person who causes danger or damage, he shall be 

liable to imprisonment for a tero not exceeding five years or to·a 

fine not exceeding fifty thousand baht or to both. 
I· 

Section 27. Whoever obstructs or fails to provide facility 

to a competent official in the performance of his duty under section 21 

shall be liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding one month or to 

a fine not exceeding one thousand baht or to both. 

/Section 28. 

\ 
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.r , Sece,ion 28. The Prime Minister shall hav.e charge and· con'trol 

of the execution of this Act and shall·have the. power to appoint ·.competent 

officials,' issue- Ministerial Regulations prescribi·ng fees not exceeding 

~~~ -rates attached hereto and prescribing other activities and issue 

Notifications for the execution of this Act. 

The Mini~terial ·Regulations and Notifications shall come intb 

force upon their pu.blic~tion 'in the Government Gazette;.), 

Section 8. The rates of fees attached hereto shall beL add~d 
I 

as the rates of fees attached to the inprovement and Conservat'ion df 

National Environmental Quality Act., B.E., 2518,. 

Section 9. The Prime Minister shall have charge and control 

of the execution of this Act. 

Countersigned by: 

General·Kriangsak Chomanan 

Prime Minister 

... 

. ",). 

.. ·.r , 

'') 

:.• 

,·; '· 

). -~ . 

• ·'!- ... ; 

/Rates 

\ 
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1. Applic_~tion fee for licence to make report 
concerning th·e- study of the adverse effect 
on the environmental qt;~~lity each copy 20 baht 

2. Licence --to make 
., 

concerning the reports 
stu.dy of the a9verse effect on the 
environmenta~ quality each year 2,000 baht 

.· 

• 

Certif~ed correct trans!ation 

(Taksapol Chiemwichitra) 

Office of the Juridical Council 
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Annex .III 

APPROPRIATE BUDGET ALLOWANCES.FOR EIS STUDIES AND REPORTS 
FOR PROJECTS IN THAILAND 

Based ·on experienc~ with EIS projects both here in Thailand and in the 

United States of America, the attached suggested fee ~urve (figure A3-l) 

and tabulation (table A3-l) have been prepared to "indicate appropriate. budget. 

levels for EIS studies to be done for projects in Thailand. Thes~ includ~· an 

appropriate fee for the Thai input plus a 10 per cent addition for some 

guidance from outside experts. 

It is important to note that these fee levels do not correspond to 

fees for comparable projects in the United States of America, which would be 

many times higher. Nor would the suggested fee levels be sufficient to employ 

o•tside firms to do the same work - their fees would be about 2.5 to 3.0 times 

as much as indicated here. 

The suggested fees are believed to be sufficient to obtain a "minimum 

adequate product"· assuming the bulk of the work is done ,by Thai personnel.· 

While it is true that this talent is scarce in Thailand today, it is part of 

NEB's job to stimulate its development. If NEB is to be successful in imple

menting an effective national EIS programme, this must be on.the basis ·that 

the EIS work will be done primarily by Thai personnel. 

With respect to what is meant·by a "minimum adequate product", for 

current conditions in Thailand, while it is true that the fee levels as 

suggested will result in a lesser product than would be produced in the United 

States of.America, the difference in the two products is illustrated i~ figure 

A3-2~ Thus the Thai product represents a compromise representing an optimum 

benefit to cost ratio for conditions in this country. The United States 

product is a relatively luxury one. On this point, as for all "standards" 

which NEB is to set for Thailand, the cost of achieving the standard must 

make sense in terms of the benefits achieved, considering the current state 

of economic development in Thailand. 

/Figure A3-l. 

r. 
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Table -1.3-1. Suggested budget allowances for 
--- ------"Ers· fees for Thailand 

Fee, $US 1000 
Construction cost of 
project, $US million Thai personnel Plus outside 

only inp~t 

-· 
250 230 250 

200 200- 220 

150 172 188 

125 *' 156 170 

100 138 150 --

80 12;1. 132 

60 102 112 

50 92 101 

.40 82 90 

30 70 76 

20 56 61 

-' 
10 38 4l 

8 33 36 

6 28 31. 

4 23 24.5 

2 15 16 • .5 

1 10 ll 

- . . . ~ . 

' 

/Figure i.J-2. 
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Annex IV 

A COMMENT ON ENVIRO~ffiNTAL PLANS AND PROGRAMMES 
IN THAILAND}/ 

The formal aspects of environmental planning in Thailand can be de.fined 

~nd briefly. In Part Three, Chapter 1 of the Fourth Plan (1971-i98l), 

envifonmental issues .are divided into two parts. 
, • , L C: , ~ ' 

(a) Resource i~~~e.d •: which,in9,lude land and land. use, fo;~s-try water 
' ' ) ~ ; : ', ' '' ;:. '-~· r;. ,.._ • ' • I 

r-esources, energy and mineral reaou,rces ;,· 

. . l . .' 

·I 
'j 

r :p 
. ·.r . 

• ' 4 ~ ... 

~b) Envir.onmental issues, which again incltide deforestation, soil

deterioration, mining effects, unpLanned urbari growth, despoliation of 

·touri-st areas, preservation of cultural sites, and pollutioni 

While several of· the resource areas refer to problems of natural . ~ . ' . -

resoti~ce ~onservation, iri fact the mapner in which the problems are defiried, 

and the solutions determined, make it clear that they will be addressed in ways 
.. li 

whith'are compatible with traditional "developmerieal" thinking, as opposed to 

what we might call.nenvironmental" thinking. 'Thus, while rural land use is seen 

as related to deterioration o~ soil and other resources, the problem is seen 

as one of land tenure, consolidation of plots, and reallocation of land .(p., 146). 

Similarly, energy is seen as a problem of shortfall, and the~efore plans are 
,- •, 

oriant.od toward limiting use. of present fuels' developing hydropower,. and 

assessing reserves of coal (p~ ~60). In mining, while there is talk of a land-use 

scheme, but in fact such schemes are heavily depen~ent on the chance location 

of the deposit, and it is therefore likely that efforts will concentrate on the 

mo're tractable areas of p_romotion of infrastructure in mining areas, and 

; 

j 

f 
greater use o_f geological surveys (p. 167) • I 
to emana::ef:::t::ew:~::i:::t:::~::h:: :::::~:::-o:::::i::, t::to;:::e:a:: ::pear. J 

en~ironmental approach which would attempt to deal simultaneously with several 

systematically-related sectors. Nevertheless, this method has uses even in 

environmental areas. While one might hope for greater emphasis on the effects 

of agriculture on forests, the import;:ance of·deforestation by "heavy investment 

on economic infrastr.uctural facilities 11 (Po 150) is recognized, and both refores

tation and designation (the classification of areas wh{ch are henceforth to be 

/protected 

ll lhis comment was written oy Roy Stubbs, East-West Centre, Honolulu, 
Hawaii and represents his person~l views. 
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, prot~cted from degradation) ~~~ __ ,-qnambigu_qusly defined as progranune ar~as. 

More environmental in the current sense is the area .of water resource problems, 
.. • J • p ' ' ... 

which are clearly se_~~, _tq :be re~at.ed: to overpumpin_g, w~tershed eros~on, and .. 

degradation by huma.n and indu . .st;ria~: waste_ disposal -.and the Plan forthrightly 

calls for the design of .a WC\t~r. resource maintenance plan which would be marked 

out by these parameters. (p·. 153). 
\ . . 

The test of the Plan, however, comes when it confronts specific environ

mental iss~es (e.g.,·air and water pollution), and attempts to define both shprt

and long-term measures to be taken. At this poi~~"- na~io.nal plunning_.be_com_es .. -

somewhat vague. Short-term meas~~e.~ i~~}?de: 

(a) 
I • .. -

Stricter enforcement of existing· laY1i (-but no indication as ... to.. 

why the laws have not been effective· in the past, and what should be done to 

make them more.· effective)-;. 

- .• •. . • I ·• 

(b') Budgetary support for projects which develop. the ___ environment 

, (but few guidelines as to the types of projects to be favoured, or the sorts 
' .. ·: 

of m~mey available); 

Assist~nce to be so,ug.J;lt., fro~. privat~- individuals and organiz~tions·. 
• • .:.. • ;\..; • )., ' • • .J.. •• ·' • •• 

The 'longer--term measures, while equally valual:Yle; and evidently step·s · in 

the r,;ght ~irection, are):1arqly more helpful. They include: 
• p • • ~ • • • J ~ 

(a) The formulation:of a national· environmental development plan; 

(b) Better co-ordination of agencies; 

(cJ Definition of environmental standards, and introduction of EIS 
.. 1: ~ • ' 

procedures; 

(d) Improvement of the administrative ,perfonn~nce of a'gencies; 

(e) Public relations campaigns; . i. 

(f) Formulation of comprehensive city plans; 

(g) Issuance of i~dustrial plant permits. 

At tts most definite, the Plan confirms the e~sting mandates of many 

Qf., the agencief) working in envi?="onment. It does not, however, indicate whcq: 
.., I -l 

has caused the pro~lems in cit~es, and consequently does not proviJ~._a great 

deal of advice on how its recommended goals might be achieved. In this sense, 

it performs the role of describing the present situation, rather than moving' 

enYironmental policy significantly ahead. 

/The 
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The number of projects which can be definitely label~ed as e~yironment9i,_ 

is not l!'lrge ..: roughly 2 per cent of the total budget. Given .the :;c:.ct that the 

budget must contain areas which have no relation to environment' however' this . 1 
is not unfavourable; it should be pointed out, for instance, that the World BanK 

only designates 3 per cent of its $US 8 billion in loans for 1979 as'environmen

tally related (World Environment Report, vol. 5, no~ 7, 12:Marth 1979, p. 1). 

Certain projects have been considered by others as environmental because 

they deal with a rational form. of land) crop, or infrastructure management; see, 

for instance, the UNDP/FAO programme: to accelerate rubber replanting in so4thern 
-

Thailand (THA/75/021) ~ noted in the UNEP, Programme Planning Country Report for 

Thailand (J~ly 1978,_ p. 3c). We prefer a more limited definition, in which pro

jects can be called environmental because the preamble attached to it in the 

Plan makes it clear that this is the point of the exercise, or because there is 

a recognized' systemic· relationship between the vai'io\is parts· of a project (as 
. -

in water/forestry/human settlement interactions of watershed conservation. ' ·:·' 

This i~ admittedly a loose definition, and the fact that there might be other 

interpretat'ions is readily accepted. However, considered in this fashion, the 

following table gives an ap~roximate list of programmes with an environmental 

thrust in the Fourth Plan: 

ft sh9uld_ b~ ,pointed out, howe~er, that this listing of environmental 

activities and expenditures is not fixed. Several factors prevent a definitive 

estimate. 

- First, _.there is the change of Government which has occurred during the 
, 

implementation of the Plan. The priorities of the new G?vernment have already 

had some effect, with the amount of parkland being reduced from the planned 

amount. Further modificatiops are likely given the fact that, since the recent 

elections, the Prime Minister himself has taken over the role of acting 

ainisterial re~resentative for environment in the Government, and that this role 

itself is likely to change in ~he near future~ 

· · Second, there is the, question of .disbursement• Allocations ,are not 

always provided in a lump-.sum at the beginning of t~e Plan period, and the , 

financial units in the Government strive to maintain their liquidity by .PrQviding 

only "a·· p-ercentage of the. expec.ted· figure at any one time. While this. negatiye 

/Table 1. 
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Table 1. Fourth Plan (19?_7-1981) expenditure on environment 

'Total budget 

Forestty control and protection 

Increasing forest p~otection patrols from 220 to 336 un~ts ... 
i . ' 

Expanding wildlife zones from 12 to 22 

Increasing national parks from 13 to 20 

M•nagement and reforestation 

Reforestation, together with replanting under the 
Forest Industry Organization 

Watershed conservation 

Including impro~ement of depleted forest areas 

Pollution control 

Surveys on industrial pollution 

Curbin~ of industrial pollution along river banks 

Social welfare 

Hilltribe research and welfare 

Recreation areas and sports 

Zoo development 

Public park c)._evelopment 

Cultural arts 

Maintenance of.historic sites 

Establislunent ·of archives 

Source: Fourth Plan, pp. 299-312. 

. i 
. ·' 

(m_illion baht). 

252,450 

1,900 

905 

1,500 

.40 

385 
·i· ; i. J·~ '; 

·; 

85 

390 

; 
/effect 

·,. 
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effect on cash flow is occurring, other agencies are depending on their influence 

to obtain contingency funding, which has the effect of altering the distribution 

of money available to all agencies. The positive pressure is not synchronized 

with the negative, so that money supply and flow r~?ins unpredictable. 

Thfrd,--lack of co-ordination between the Civil Service Bureau ·and the 

finance agencies oft~n means that the--Bureau is ready to staff progrannnes at 
--

a time when the agencies lack cash; while, at other times, cash may be available, 

but personne~ ar~ not. The result 1s that implementation of certain programmes 

is sporadic·and sub-optimal. 

With all of these factors providing uncertainty, it is likely that th~ 

Budget Bureau and the Nationar Ecohomic and Sod al Development Board will not 

know exactly what has been done and how much has been spent until the end of 

the Plan P.~riod. This "back-budgeting" is the rule rather than 'the exc~ption 

i d 1 
. . ' . 2/ 

n many eve op~ng countr~es.-

Th(i;! considerable amount of environmental acti'v'i'ty which falls outside 

the scope of the Plan, howeve~, must raise the question as to whether.the · 

concept of national planning is art appropriate model for environment in Thailand. 

In the sense that organizations choose -'to ·follow a c~rtain course of acti:~n;·'.'.-· 
plans do exist. However, in. terms of a co-ordination and rationalizati'On ·of 

effort, environment in the national Plan is only a rough indicator of what is 

happening. Much of the problem 1~es in the fact that agencies compete for funds 

by duplicating the work of others, and leaving-it to some superior to decide 

which competitor will drop out of the race. In situations where the problem goes 

untreated - as has been the case in establishing standards - agencies ccan .go_·on 

for years claiming jurisdiction over identical areas. 

To attempt to take various agency ac'tivities in environment and
1 
place 

them in sectors until we have what looks like a Plan, therefore,would be misleadin'g, 

since it would suggest that in certain areas work is rationally shared, while in 

differing areas resour~es are spread according to some over-all strategy. 

Environmental strategy, on the contrary, is based too much on the rule that those 

... who can. _g~t the money can do the wo.rk. Planning, in other words, is based on 

organizational, rather-·---than -national,_ priorities. 

/Examined 

i ~.J ! ...... l ! ..;,....__,;. _____ _ 
]:/ Cf. N. Caiden and A. Wildavsky, Planning and Budgeting-'in Poor 

Countries (New York, John Wiley and Sons, 1974). 
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Examined in this light, planning begins to ~how some tr~nds by virtue 

of the individual agency programmes. At the earliest stage, we find such programmes 

as the 24 agro-sylvic settlements developed under the Fore·st Village Programme 

nine y~ars ago by th~ Forest Industry Organization. While environmental in nature, 

the programmes are essentially seen as human resettlement schemes, and in this 

respect have evolved into the present public housing schemes of the National 

Housing Agency, which is to build 23,000 units in the Bangkok Metropolitan Area 

during·the Fourth Plan. 

With the appearance_of the National Environment Board, changes begin to 

occur. We can trace these modifications in thinking_through the establishment 
• • l :. 

of the expert advisory Committees which are appointed to assist the Board on 

technical issues. There are presently eleven such committees. At the establish

~ent of the Board,·however, there were only six. As might be expected from the 

earlier stage, there were Committees for Population ·and Human Set-tlements, and 

.oLand. Following the influx of enviroTh'nental thinking, to these were added 

Committees for Water, Air and Noise, Nature and Art Conservation, and Education . 
and Public Relations. Attempts at developing programmes occurred in all of 

these areas. A seventh Committee, for Law, was instituted in 1976, showing a 

certain preoccupation with the non-t~chnical, or institutional, aspects of the 

problem; curiously, however, no corresponding committee for studying the adminis

trative aspects was set up, the rea$on suggested being that the entire Thai 

environmental structure was dependent on the expert advice of oaiy one national 
I 

with training in the area .. 

It is since 1976, however, that a definite trend away from what we might 

call sectoral preoccupations has occurred, wi.th the establishment of Committees 

to deal with Nuclear Energy, Land Subsidence (in Bangkok), and th~ ecosystemic 

problems of Songkhla and Bang Krachao. The last four are attempts to deal in 

a comprehensive way with development activities. Nuclear energy is seen as a res

ponse to a nation's use of energy as a vlhole. Land subsidence is seen not simply 

as a problem of overpumping, but more an effect of too-rapid development of 

Bangkok as a primate city. Songkhla becomes a direct contact with development 

projects in their classic form; and Bang Kra~hao, as a green area, is a planned 

attempt to deal with air pollution problems in Bangkok which appear to have no 

single cause. 

/Now 
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Now, it is clear that these methods of attacking the problem are rui ~. 
and in no way a systematic method of. dealing with national environmental strategy. 

Nevertheless, within the limits of orga~izational planning, they do represent 

a means of influencing the programming of other agencies, and in this sense 

provide a "bottom-up11 model of planning. 

The effects of this are now being seen in other areas. Of particular 

interest are the plans of the National Energy Administration, which now provide 

for impact studies in such dam projects as U~ol Ratana at Nam Pong. If allowed 

,r to continue, then, this methoo of organizational planning in Thailand may producej ·, 

an interesting aiternative to traditional forms of central planning. 

f.: 

(, 

·' 


